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Abstract: To solve the challenge of decarbonizing the transport sector, a broad variety of alternative
fuels based on different concepts, including Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Liquid, and propulsion
systems, have been developed. The current research landscape is investigating either a selection of
fuel options or a selection of criteria, a comprehensive overview is missing so far. This study aims
to close this gap by providing a holistic analysis of existing fuel and drivetrain options, spanning
production to utilization. For this purpose, a case study for Germany is performed considering
different vehicle classes in road, rail, inland waterway, and air transport. The evaluated criteria on
the production side include technical maturity, costs, as well as environmental impacts, whereas, on
the utilization side, possible blending with existing fossil fuels and the satisfaction of the required
mission ranges are evaluated. Overall, the fuels and propulsion systems, Methanol-to-Gasoline,
Fischer–Tropsch diesel and kerosene, hydrogen, battery-electric propulsion, HVO, DME, and natural
gas are identified as promising future options. All of these promising fuels could reach near-zero
greenhouse gas emissions bounded to some mandatory preconditions. However, the current research
landscape is characterized by high insecurity with regard to fuel costs, depending on the predicted
range and length of value chains.

Keywords: Power-to-Gas; Power-to-Liquid; hydrogen; transport; future mobility concepts; LCA;
environmental impacts; synthetic fuels; synthetic natural gas; technology readiness level

1. Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change requires a comprehensive structural change in the
energy sector to be enacted [1]. With the Paris climate conference in 2015, a limit for
global warming was set to a maximum of 2 K and 1.5 K compared to the pre-industrial
period [2]. The annual increase in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from rising energy
consumption and a growing world population also requires rapid and targeted actions.
In Germany, for instance, greenhouse gases in the energy and industrial sectors were
reduced by 45% and 34%, respectively, compared to 1990 [3]. In contrast, greenhouse
gas emissions of the transport sector stay at the same level as 1990 despite increasing
levels of engine efficiencies [3]. In order to reach the goals in the transport sector, several
alternative fuels have been researched and developed in recent years, all with different
properties and technical maturity. Current literature either assesses single fuels or only
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single criteria of these fuels like technical maturity of fuel production [4,5], net production
cost [6], import [7], well-to-wheel efficiencies [8], or environmental impacts [9,10]. The
literature lacks a holistic analysis considering all criteria, spanning from production to
utilization, and all fuel and drivetrain options. This review aims to connect all information
of different fuel and drivetrain options, elaborate on the advantages and disadvantages
and identify the most promising fuels for specific applications in the transport sector. For
this purpose, it classifies different fuels and drivetrain options for road, rail, air, and inland
waterway transport in terms of technical maturity, costs, and environmental impacts. For
the three mentioned fields, different criteria will be defined and subsequently analyzed and
discussed based on existing literature. The chosen criteria will be explained in Section 2
in detail.

Figure 1 provides an overview of fuel pathways. The pathways are subdivided into
primary fuels, conversion, fuels, and drive systems. This work focuses on alternative fuels
from RE sources, seen on the top right-hand side of Figure 1. These fuels are subdivided
into synthetic fuels obtained using renewable electricity, also known as the Power-to-
Fuel, Power-to-Gas or Power-to-Liquid (PtL) concepts, and biomass-based fuels. The
latter is subdivided into conventional biofuels such as fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs)
or hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO) derived from feed crops or advanced biofuels from
lignocellulose [11]. Electricity-based fuels are further subdivided into methanol and higher
alcohols, ethers such as oxymethylene ether (OME), and hydrocarbons like synthetic
gasoline and diesel [4]. Starting from biomass and renewable electricity as resources,
different pathways may lead to the same product fuel. One example is the production of
methane from biomass via fermentation and subsequently biogas upgrading, as described
in [12], or synthetic electricity-based production via the PtG pathway [13]. The produced
fuels are then used in different propulsion systems which are subdivided into electric
and internal combustion powertrains. Internal combustion drivetrains are operated with
liquid or gaseous fuels, whereas electric engines utilize electricity, which is either stored
in batteries or converted from an energy carrier such as hydrogen by means of a fuel
cell (see Figure 1). A combination of electric and internal combustion powertrains, as in
hybrid-electric vehicles, is also common.
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Figure 1. Overview of alternative fuel pathways. Source: Own elaboration based on Bruchof [14].
LPG: Liquified petroleum gas, LNG: Liquefied natural gas, CNG: Compressed natural gas, SNG:
Synthetic natural gas, BNG: Bio natural gas, FT: Fischer–Tropsch, FAME: Fatty acid methyl ester,
HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils, OME: Oxymethylene ether, DME: Dimethyl ether, FCEV: Fuel
cell–electric vehicle, BEV: Battery–electric vehicle, HEV: Hybrid-electric vehicle, PHEV: Plug-in
hybrid-electric vehicle.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, alternative fuels are investigated on the production side, as well as on the
application site. Additionally, the environmental impacts of promising fuels are discussed.
The production side is assessed with respect to the technical maturity of fuel production
and fuel production costs, considering domestic production as well as imports. Technical
maturity is assessed via technology readiness level, which is described in detail in the next
section. The application side is analyzed in terms of potential mission ranges using the
fuels in different vehicles and the reduction in their possibilities. For this purpose, the
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potential mission ranges of different vehicles are analyzed for Germany as a case study. The
achievable mission range of the fuels used in propulsion systems depends on tank-to-wheel
(TtW) efficiency, the consumption, the amount of saved fuel compared to a conventional
drivetrain, and the fuel’s heating value. The criteria TtW efficiency and heating value are
used in this work to assess the possible mission range of different fuel applications. TtW
efficiencies are employed instead of maximum efficiencies for assessing the fuels, as the
efficiency–load curves of the different drivetrains vary quite significantly and the load
demand of different vehicle classes may also vary.

2.1. Technology Readiness Level

The technology readiness level (TLR) concept was primarily developed by the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [15]. In the meantime, the United
States Department of Defense [16], the European Space Agency [17], and the European
Commission [18] adapted the method. The European Space Agency employs ISO standard
16290 Space systems—Definition of the Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) and their
criteria assessment [19]. The European Commission has also developed guidance for the
application of TRL to RE technologies [20]. Table 1 lists the TRL definitions according to
Rose et al. [20]. It is also noteworthy that the Joint Research Centre (JRC) expanded the
TRL assessment to a commercial readiness level (CRL) [5], which was developed by the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency [21] and takes into account the fact that high TRLs
among particular technologies do not automatically result in market adoption, e.g., due to
excessively high capital costs or regulatory burdens [5].

Table 1. TRL definitions.

TRL Definition

1 Identification of new concept, applications, and barriers
2 Definition of application, consideration of interfaces, and commercial offer
3 Proof of concept prototype ready: concept is laboratory tested
4 Integrated small-scale prototype with auxiliary systems laboratory validated
5 Large-scale prototype completed with auxiliaries, refined commercial assessment
6 Technology pilot demonstrated in relevant environment, manufacturing strategy defined
7 Pilot demonstrated in operational environment, manufacturing approach demonstrated
8 Technology in its final form, low-rate production
9 System fully operational and ready for commercialization

Notes. Source: Rose et al. [20].

2.2. Identification of Required Mission Ranges for Different Means of Transport

The required mission range for road transport in Germany was analyzed using a
dataset from the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) [22]. The
BMVI [22] determined, amongst other variables, the daily driven distances of the following
vehicle classes: passenger cars, light duty vehicles, motorcycles, coaches, trucks, articulated
trucks, other tractors, other motor vehicles, and agricultural tractors, via a survey in 2010.
Even though the dataset is from 2010, it is the only currently available source containing
the daily driven distance for all road transport vehicle classes in the necessary accuracy.
Comparable is only the study series “Mobilität in Deutschland”, which was performed
for the years 2002, 2008, and 2017 [23]. However, it only contains information about the
vehicle class passenger car. Yet it shows that the following used daily driven distance is, at
least for passenger cars, mostly constant from 2002 to 2017. The daily driven distance for
passenger cars per person was 37 km in 2002 and 39 km in 2017 with a constant occupancy
of 1.5 persons per car [23]. For other vehicle classes, other statistics from the BMVI [24]
show, that driven distance will change slightly. For example, the average transport distance
from trucks was 89 km in 2002 and 93 km in 2017. The explained literature justifies the use
of the 2010 survey from the BMVI.

Figure 2 shows the mission range distribution of different means of transport based
on the BMVI survey from 2010 [22]. To create the different distribution curves, the daily
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driven distance samples for each vehicle class from the dataset were assigned to 10 km
classes in the range of 0 to 2500 km, normalized with the absolute number of samples,
and summed up for each 10 km class, starting at 0 km. Daily mileage values of 0 km
were ignored during this analysis. As an example, a Tesla Model S with a WLTP mission
range of 610 km [25] would be able to cover 99.4% of all daily distances from passenger
cars (see Figure 2). Figure 2 illustrates the high required mission range for articulated
trucks, coaches, and other trucks. Public urban buses are not covered in the analyzed
dataset, but probably require low daily ranges, as they mostly operate in urban areas.
Trucks are operated as either rigid trucks without an attached trailer or trailer trucks with
an attached trailer. Analyzing the dataset of Breuer et al. [26], which was published in
the article by Breuer et al. [27] indicates that trailer trucks mostly operate on highways,
similar to articulated trucks, whereas rigid trucks operate in urban areas. Considering
this finding while investigating the results presented in Figure 2, leads to the conclusion
that the curve of rigid trucks is most likely on the left-hand side of the corresponding one
from all trucks, whereas the curve from trailer trucks is on the right-hand side. As a result,
trailer trucks probably require drive systems with higher mission ranges and rigid trucks
systems with lower ones. As can be seen in Figure 2, the road transport classes of light duty
vehicles, passenger cars, motorcycles, other tractors, and agricultural tractors all have low
requirements in the case of achievable mission ranges.

Figure 2. Range distribution of daily driven distances of the vehicle classes passenger cars, light duty
vehicles, motorcycles, coaches, trucks, articulated trucks, other tractors, other motor vehicles, and
agricultural tractors. Source: Own analysis based on [22].

McKinsey & Company [28] analyzed global air transport in terms of CO2 emissions
considering the different aircraft classes of commuter, regional, short-range, medium-,
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and long-range aircraft, as well as different mission ranges. Deviating required mission
ranges from the results from McKinsey & Company [28] leads to maximum mission ranges
of up to 500 km for commuter, 2000 km for regional, 4500 km for short-range, and over
10,000 km for medium- and long-range aircraft. Commuter and regional aircraft have a
lower required mission range, short-range aircraft with 4500 km having a higher mission
range, and medium- and long-range aircraft with >10,000 km having the highest required
mission ranges. The global fleet consists of 4% commuter aircraft, 13% regional aircraft,
53% short-range aircraft, and 30% medium- and long-range aircraft. Aircraft require fuel
with high gravimetric and volumetric densities, as well as high powertrain efficiencies.

Rail transport in Germany is mostly electrified in terms of transport performance. As
of 2019, 53% of all rail sections were equipped with overhead catenary lines [29]. In the
case of transport performance, in 2019, long-distance rail passenger transport totaled 99%,
regional rail transport 79%, and rail freight transport 87% electric operation [29]. This leads
to the conclusion that non-electric operation with diesel is mostly used in sections with low
transport performances. Alternative fuels might be a more economical solution compared
to overhead catenary lines. A high gravimetric energy density of a possible fuel seems to be
more important for rail transport than a high volumetric energy density, as the maximum
load in each rail section is limited. Rail sections in Germany are divided into different track
classes defined by DIN EN 15528, which limits the maximum weight of operating trains to
between 6.4 t/m and 8 t/m [30].

Inland waterway transport is subdivided into freight and passenger transport. Freight
transport is separated into the ship classes of cargo barges, liquid cargo barges, pushed
barges, and pushed tankers, with the latter two being operated by pusher boats. Passenger
transport primarily takes place using day trip and cabin vessels. In addition to these, small
watercraft like sporting boats are used on inland waterways.

Figure 3 shows the share of transport performance (tkm) and volume of transport
(t), as well as the average trip distance of different distance classes for inland waterway
freight transport in Germany in 2016, based on data from the Federal Statistical Office
(Destatis). This covers the ship classes of cargo barges, liquid cargo barges, pushed barges,
and pushed tankers. As can be seen in Figure 3, 42% of freight transport ships fall into
the distance class of >500 km per trip, with an average trip distance of 627 km. In the
case of volume of transport (t), the value is 17% lower, because this value does not cover
the traveled distance. In the case of transport performance, only 11% would be covered
with a mission range of 100 km, whereas 89% require a mission range of >100 km. The
consumed fuel is proportional to transport performance or the distance traveled, and less to
the weight of transported goods. Unfortunately, the distance class of >500 km is not defined
in greater detail. Destatis also provides transport performance and transported good data
for the different ship classes. Based on Destatis data, the average trip distances for cargo
barges, liquid cargo barges, and pushers were calculated to be 296 km, 225 km, and 158 km
with transport performances of 34 bn tkm, 11 bn tkm, and 7 bn tkm. These average trip
distances are not classified for distance classes as in Figure 3, and therefore may appear
smaller. Pusher boats seem to operate over shorter distances, liquid cargo barges with 225
km over medium trip distances, and cargo barges over longer ones. However, the transport
performance of cargo barges is about five times larger than that of pusher boats and three
times greater than the transport performance of liquid cargo barges.
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Figure 3. Share of transport performance (tkm) and volume of transport (t), as well as the average
trip distance of different distance classes for inland waterway freight transport in Germany in 2016.
Source: Own elaboration based on [31,32].

Similar to rail transport, gravimetric energy density seems to be more important
for inland waterway transport, as increasing the weight would also increase the energy
consumption. Based on Figure 3, inland waterway freight transport is classified as a sector
with a higher required mission range. Compressed natural gas (CNG) is more attractive
for pusher boats due to their smaller sizes and lower daily distances [33]. In the case of
inland waterway passenger transport, energy density and mission range for small craft
like sport boats and ferries appear to be less important, whereas for cabin vessels, mission
range could be a more important criterion.

In this section, the methodology of this work was explained. First, the technology
readiness level was explained as the basis for a technological assessment. Furthermore,
mission ranges of the different vehicles classes in road, air, rail, and inland waterway
transport were analyzed and identified in the framework of the methodology. The analysis
showed, that requirements on the drive systems and subsequently the fuel vary strongly
even inside of each of the four sectors.

3. Potential, Technical Maturity, and Costs of Alternative Fuel Production

As outlined in the introduction, renewable alternative fuels are divided into biomass-
and electricity-based ones. Both fuel pathways will be discussed in this section. First,
the capacity of biomass-based fuels to cover energy demand in the transport sector in
Germany is discussed. Second, the technical maturities of the different fuel pathways will
be investigated.

3.1. Potential of Biomass-Based Alternative Fuels

Studies such as those by Robinius et al. [34] show that in order to reduce CO2 emissions
in Germany by 80% or 95% by 2050 against 1990 levels, CO2 emissions from the transport
sector must be reduced by 76% or 100% from 2020 to 2050. In the case of the 95% target, a
complete abandonment of fossil fuels in the transport sector is essential. The Germany-wide
potential of biomass is not sufficient to fully cover this demand. Electricity-based fuels
can be produced locally or imported to close the gap [34]. Indeed, the global potential of
wind and solar energy is already more than sufficient to meet global energy demand [35].
According to this concept, hydrogen can be produced in advantageous regions with high
wind and/or solar energy potential. Studies by the Hydrogen Council, for instance, forecast
a price of EUR 1.4–2.3/kgH2 in 2030 [36,37], with further current and future expected prices
being discussed in Section 3.3.2 Review of Total Costs below. The following discussion of
biomass potential reveals that electricity-based fuels are vital, in addition to biomass-based
ones. Therefore, a selection of electricity-based fuels within their category, regardless of the
achievable price of biomass-based fuels, is necessary.
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Biofuels are subdivided into conventional and advanced types. Conventional biofuels
contain the first-generation biofuels ethanol and biodiesel from eatable crops, whereas
advanced biofuels constitute the second-, third-, and fourth-generation forms. These fuels
are obtained from nonfood, sustainably-grown feedstocks, and agricultural wastes. The
second-generation biofuels also encompass fuels from cellulosic biomass, whereas the third-
and fourth-generation ones contain fuels from both natural and genetically-engineered
algae biomass [11]. According to Ziolkowska [11], the latter are based on algae biomass
at demonstration level (TRL 4–5), whereas the first generation is well-established in the
market (TRL 9) and the second (TRL 9) is gaining increasing market shares.

The viewpoint on biofuels in EU countries changed with the introduction of RED II in
2018. Since then, biofuels, which are not based on food or feed crops, are promoted with
increased credibility for the national targets of RE usage in transport. Furthermore, targets
to achieve specific shares of advanced biofuels and renewable electricity ones are binding,
whereas the targets for food-based fuels are optional [38]. RED II also limited the share
of food and feed crops in EU countries as a function of total energy consumption in the
transport sector to 7% of energy consumption from road and rail transport in 2020. The
possibility of member states voluntarily reducing this threshold is ambiguous. Furthermore,
the threshold must be reduced to 0% by 2030, with the exception of feedstocks with certified
low risks for Indirect Land Use Change (ILUC) [39]. According to the EU legislation,
conventionally-produced biofuels are not regarded as an option for mass application in the
transport sector.

The production pathway of a fuel is essential for the assessment of its ILUC risk. Both
of the most common biofuels, namely FAME and HVO, can have a high or low ILUC risk,
depending on their feedstock. Feedstocks that are produced by means of BtL processes
from residue or waste oil are noncritical with respect to their ILUC risk. However, FAME
or HVO obtained from vegetable oil are ILUC-critical [40]. The European Commission
published a report [41] assessing global increases in ILUC areas devastating plants while
maintaining large quantities of carbon stock and biodiversity. The report indicates that
harvesting areas of biofuel feedstock plants increased globally by 2.3% for maize, 1.2%
for sugar beets, 4.0% for palm oil and 3.0% for soya beans between 2008 and 2016. These
growths rates are not only related to increased biofuel production but other factors as
well. Further valuations can be noted in the report [41]. The European Commission [42]
published criteria to identify resources with high and low ILUC risks. These criteria identify
palm oil as a resource with a high ILUC risk. The status quo of the JRC Biofuel Program in
2014 and other earlier published literature regarding feedstocks for biofuels like ethanol
or FAME did not take into account ILUC or other issues such as conflict affecting food
production as a limiting factor for fuel and decarbonization strategies [40].

As an interim conclusion, it can be stated that biofuels possess an ambivalent position-
ing in the field of alternative fuels. Furthermore, resources for biofuels vary significantly
across different locations and are limited to a greater extent than electricity-based fuels.
Thus, the following section discusses the biomass potential for the case of Germany.

In 2017, 1668 PJ of diesel, 791 PJ of gasoline, and 428 PJ of jet fuel were consumed in
Germany, according to the Mineralöl Wirtschafts Verband e.V. (MWV) [43]. Additionally,
81 PJ of biodiesel, 0.04 PJ of vegetable oils, 31 PJ of ethanol, 2 PJ of biomethane, 43 PJ of
electricity, and 6 PJ of natural gas were consumed within the country’s transport sector
in 2018/2019 [24,44]. Based on data from the Federal Office for Agriculture and Food
(BLE) [45], Fehrenbach [46] concluded that the 81 PJ of biodiesel consisted of 27.5 PJ
produced in Germany, with 19 PJ imported as palm oil biodiesel, 31.5 PJ coming from
waste oils, and 1.6 PJ from grain straw and industrial waste. Peters et al. [12] reviewed
the potential of biofuels. Based on data from Billig et al. [47], Peters et al. [12] state that
270 PJ of methane could be directly produced by biogas plants in Germany in 2050. If the
biogas plant-generated CO2 is combined with renewable hydrogen, an additional value
of 205 PJ can be achieved [47]. The maximum amount of methane produced from this
concept in 2050 is estimated to be 750 PJ, also drawing on CO2 from the cement industry
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and combining it with renewable hydrogen, alongside the mentioned sources [47]. In
their calculated scenario, Billig et al. [47] assume a 100% waste stream feedstock for biogas
plants in 2050 based on the 15.9–20.5 Mt (dry matter) of unused biomass in Germany
identified by Brosowski et al. [48]. According to Brosowski et al. [49], the biomass potential
of agricultural byproducts in Germany is 17.6 Mt (dry matter), comprising 52% manure and
48% grain straw. Municipal waste biomass potential is about 0.3 Mt [49]. Technical biomass
potential is 141 PJ for grain straw, 70 PJ for manure, and ~4 PJ for municipal waste [49].
Between the 270 PJ calculated by Peters et al. [12] based on Billig et al. [47] and the 218 PJ
of Brosowski et al. [49] is a gap of 52 PJ that may result in different conversion efficiencies.
Fehrenbach [46] calculated a potential unused biomass quantity of 250 PJ based on data
from Fehrenbach et al. [50] and combined it with an efficiency of 50%, leading to a biofuel
potential of 130 PJ. Comparing the 130–270 PJ of the three mentioned sources [12,46,49]
with the transport sector’s fossil energy demand of 2887 PJ [43] (excluding renewables,
electricity, and natural gas) leads to a biomass potential of 4.5–9.4%. This value will rise to
26% (750 PJ) by upgrading CO2 from biogas plants and the cement industry, as described
in Billig et al. [47]. The RED II limits will reduce the palm oil biodiesel share to 0% in
2030 [46]. Fehrenbach [46] mentioned that the RED II limits will not resolve the ILUC
risk issues with biofuels. Other resources that are not classified as having a high ILUC
risk according to the European Commission [42] could replace palm oil [46]. The phase-
out of palm oil could prompt a boost in rapeseed production, which will then produce
further ILUC effects [46]. As noted earlier, the palm oil-based biodiesel share of total
biodiesel is about 23%. The potential of first-generation, conventional biomass-based
fuels’ potential to satisfy transport sector energy demand is low [51,52]. Furthermore,
their sustainability and macroeconomic benefit due to conflicts regarding land use for
growing food, as discussed above, is questionable [51]. Assuming that conventional biofuels
will drop to 0% after 2030 and advanced biofuels such as biogas methane will replace
them, the calculated biomass potentials shares on total transport sector energy demand
will be reduced to 0.6–5.5% (18–158 PJ) and a maximum of 22.1% (638 PJ). This share is
increasable by importing biomass from other countries. In terms of biofuel imports, the
current literature reveals uncertainty and concerns regarding large quantities of sustainably-
produced sources [51,53,54]. With respect to land use efficiency, biofuels are, with a
difference by a factor of up to 1000, significantly lower than e-fuels [53].

In its 2011 Technology Roadmap, the International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts a
marked increase in the importance of biofuels [55]. It is stated that a total global energy
demand of the transport sector, including road, aviation, and shipping, of 116 EJ in 2050,
could be satisfied using 32 EJ biofuels (27.5%), equivalent to around 100 Megahectares (Mha)
of land used for feedstock. Comparing this area with the EU’s use of cropland, totaling
97 Mha in 2015 [56], underscores the pressing need for acreage for the high penetration of
biofuels, in accordance with the IEA Roadmap for Biofuels.

3.2. TRL of Fuel Production Pathways

In this section, the technical maturity of fuel production pathways is discussed using
TRL as a performance indicator. The TRL assessment of alternative fuel production path-
ways is illustrated in Figure 4. The striped areas represent ranges that are either caused by
different process pathways or different TRL assessments. The literature sources are listed in
Table A1 in Appendix A. The TRL evaluation of the fuel pathways in Figure 4 is divided into
synthetic production from CO2 and renewable electricity, conventional biofuel production,
and advanced biofuel production. As noted in the previous section, conventional biofuels
include fuels from edible crops, whereas advanced biofuels encompass those from nonfood,
sustainably-grown feedstocks, and agricultural wastes.
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Figure 4. TRL of alternative fuels from synthetic production from hydrogen and renewable electricity,
conventional biofuel production, and advanced biofuel production. Source: Own elaboration based
on literature. The literature sources are listed in Table A1. * Production from renewable electricity.
** If manure, sludge or waste is used for conventional biofuel production processes, the product will
be classified as advanced biofuel. These pathways are not covered by advanced biofuel production in
this diagram. SLNG: Synthetic liquefied natural gas, LBM: Liquefied biomethane, SNG: Synthetic
natural gas, CBM: Compressed biomethane, OME: Oxymethylene ether, DME: Dimethyl ether, FAME:
Fatty acid methyl ester, HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils.

Hydrogen can be produced from upgraded biogas from municipal organic waste,
wet manure, sewage sludge, maize, or double cropping with a TRL of 9 [5]. Production
from municipal organic waste, wet manure, and sewage sludge would via definition count
as advanced biofuel production, but because the process is equal to the one for maize, it
is illustrated as conventional biofuel production in Figure 4. Alternatively, hydrogen is
produced from farmed wood via gasification with a TRL of 8 as advanced biofuel from
renewable electricity with TRL 9 [5]. However, the high TRL assessment of the hydrogen
production from renewable electricity originates in using an alkaline electrolyzer. The
production of hydrogen via the polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis also has a high
TRL of 9, while the production via the solid oxide electrolysis cell has a TRL of 6–7 [57].

Synthetic kerosene includes all fuels that are certified by legal ruling ASTM D7566-
20b [58]. In the reviews of Wormslev and Broberg [59], the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) [60], and Sustainable Aviation [61], emerging sustainable aviation
fuel production plants are presented. Literature references and technical assessments of
all three were, amongst other sources, used to assess the technical maturity of sustainable
alternative aviation fuels in this study. Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene (SPK) obtained
via the Fischer–Tropsch (FT) process, was evaluated by Schemme et al. [4] as having a
TRL of 6. An alternative pathway utilizes synthetic production, with methanol as an
intermediate product. The production of methanol from CO2 and H2 was assessed by
Schemme et al. [4] to have a TRL of 9. Schmidt et al. [62] determined that methanol to
olefin conversion and subsequent distillate synthesis could be demonstrated in the 1980s,
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drawing on Tabak et al. [63] and Tabak and Yurchak [64]. Both process steps are essential
to the production of synthetic kerosene from methanol. Ruokonen et al. [65] analyzed
methanol-based pathways to transport fuels and rated them as having a TRL of 8. In turn,
K. Zech et al. [66] evaluated the TRL of methanol-based kerosene as being 7–9. However,
they note that the entire process was never tested but rather single sections of it were tested
on demonstration level. Therefore, the Methanol-to-Kerosene process is determined to
have a TRL of 4. The TRL of biomass-based FT-SPK achieved via gasification and the
FT process, is rated as having a TRL of 9, because Fulcrum [67] and Red Rock [68] have
plants under construction that will have outputs of 30 kt/year and 45 kt/year, respectively.
Another biomass-based fuel is Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids Synthetic Paraffinic
Kerosene (HEFA-SPK) from bio-oils, animal fat, and recycled oils. The production of
HEFA-SPK is determined to have a TRL of 9, as it is already used as a commercial process
by World Energy Paramount (former AltAir Paramounts LLC) [60] and Neste Oyj [69].
The sustainable aviation fuel Hydroprocessed Fermented Sugars to Synthetic Isoparaffins
(HFS-SIP) is produced via the microbial conversion of sugars to hydrocarbon and is also
produced in a commercial process by Amyris in Brazil [60]. Therefore, the production
of HFS-SIP is rated as having a TRL of 9. Alcohol-to-Jet Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene
(ATJ-SPK) from agricultural waste products (i.e., stover, grasses, forestry slash, and crop
straws) can either be produced with isobutanol or ethanol as the intermediate product.
LanzaTech [70] operates a pilot plant for ATJ-SPK production, while Ekobenz operates a
commercial plant with a production of 22.5 kt/year [71]. In turn, Lanzatech and Swedish
Biofuels AB have planned plants at the commercial scale for the coming years [72,73].
Catalytic hydrothermolysis synthetic jet fuel (CHJ) from triglyceride-based feedstocks
(plant oils, waste oils, algal oils, soybean oil, jatropha oil, camelina oil, carinata oil, and tung
oil) is evaluated to have a TRL of 6–7, because ARA and euglena operate a plant on the
demonstration scale [74]. The sustainable aviation fuel High Hydrogen Content Synthetic
Paraffinic Kerosene (HHC-SPK), produced from biologically derived hydrocarbons such as
algae, is assessed as having TRL of 4, because Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co.,
Ltd. developed and certified a process that is likely on the laboratory scale [75].

As can be seen in Figure 4, HVO and FAME have both been analyzed to be TRL 9
by Müller-Langer et al. [76] and Prussi et al. [5]. Advanced or conventional classification
depends on the feedstock. In the case of waste oil or algae as feedstock, the product fuel
constitutes an advanced biofuel. The key process of most synthetic diesel production pro-
cesses is the already-mentioned FT process. Advanced biofuel synthetic diesel is produced
from lignocellulose via pyrolysis (TRL 6 [5,76]), gasification (TRL 8 [5]), or hydrothermal
liquefaction and upgrading (TRL 4 [5]). Synthetic production based on CO2 and H2 can
either be performed with the reverse-water-gas-shift reaction in between, limiting the
TRL to 6 [4], or with the intermediate product methanol, assessed to have a TRL of 9 [5].
Synthetic gasoline can be either produced via the Methanol-to-Gasoline processes, rated to
have a TRL of 9 by Schemme et al. [4], or as advanced biofuel from lignocellulose, assessed
as having a TRL of 8 by Prussi et al. [5]. Ethanol is produced as a conventional biofuel from
sugar and evaluated with a TRL of 9 by Müller-Langer et al. [76] and Prussi et al. [5]. The
production as advanced biofuel based on lignocellulose is determined to have a TRL of 7
by Müller-Langer et al. [76] and of 8 by Prussi et al. [5]. Alternatively, ethanol is produced
utilizing CO2 and H2. This pathway has been assessed by Schemme et al. [4] to have a TRL
of 4. The higher alcohol butanol is produced as a conventional biofuel via fermentation
and with a TRL of 7 according to Prussi et al. [5]. Alternatively, butanol is produced
from CO2 and H2 in the framework of the Power-to-Fuel concept with a TRL of 4 [4].
2-octanol has also been produced from lignocellulose on the laboratory scale, according to
Leitner et al. [77]. Therefore, it is evaluated as having a TRL of 3. In the framework of the
PtL concept, octanol is either produced as 1-octanol with a TRL of 1 or as iso-octanol with a
TRL of 4 [4,78]. For the alternative fuels in the ethers category, the production of dimethyl
ether (DME) exhibits the highest technical maturity. The production as advanced biofuel
from lignocellulose is rated as having a TRL of 8 by Prussi et al. [5], whereas production
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from CO2 and H2 is determined to have a TRL of 9 by Prussi et al. [5] and Schemme et al. [4].
For longer ether-chains, the technical maturity is lower. Synthetic OME3-5 from CO2 and
H2 can be produced through different pathways with varying technical maturity levels in
the range of a TRL of 4–5 [4,79], whereas OME1 production is determined to have a TRL
of 5 [4]. The production of OME1 and OME3–5 from lignocellulose as advanced biofuel is
assessed as TRL 5 by Prussi et al. [5]. For OME3–5 synthesis, Prussi et al. [5] assessed the
more mature pathway via OME1 and trioxane. The production of methane and liquefied
methane has, in general, a high degree of technical maturity. Using the conventional biofuel
production route, compressed biomethane (CBM) and liquefied biomethane (LBM) are
produced at TRL 9 [5,76]. If a nonfood feedstock such as manure were to be used, the
produced fuel would be assessed as an advanced biofuel, as explained previously. The
potential of this resources is low, and therefore no more specific subdivision is presented
in Figure 4. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) and synthetic liquefied natural gas (SLNG) as
advanced biofuel from lignocelluloses such as straw are produced via gasification with
TRL 7–8 [5,76]. The electricity-based production of SLNG and SNG is rated as TRL 9 by
Prussi et al. [5]. The German car manufacturer Audi AG also operates an SNG plant with a
possible product stream of 200 kg/h [80].

3.3. Costs

According to Germany’s National Hydrogen Strategy [81], the German government
forecasts a demand of 90–110 TWh of green hydrogen in 2030 to meet decarbonization
targets. The hydrogen is envisioned to be used in industry, as well as specific applications
in the transport sectors. Of the total demand for green hydrogen, 14 TWh are planned to be
synthesized in Germany, corresponding to 20 TWh of renewable electricity, mainly from on-
and offshore wind turbines. Accordingly, around 85% of green hydrogen demand must be
imported. [81] In the long term, the imported quantities of green energy carriers are forecast
to rise even higher. The demand of imported green energy carriers in 2050, to be used in all
sectors, is estimated to be 150–900 TWh [82]. However, Merten et al. [83] state that there
is no unanimous opinion regarding import strategies. The authors list arguments against
large amounts of energy imports, such as high RE potential in Germany, overestimation
of RE potential in typical export regions, political instability in export regions, delay of
energy transition in export countries, as well as the necessity of efficiently using excess
German RE energy. In contrast, Pfennig et al. [6] state that a solely national supply of
electricity-based fuels from Germany is not reasonable. This is due to significantly higher
onshore electricity generation costs by around a factor of two in Germany, in comparison
to the North and Baltic Sea areas and the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region.
This assumption is shared by most studies that optimize future energy systems, taking
into account energy carrier imports from regions with high RE full load hours (FLH),
such as Robinius et al. [34], dena [84]. Therefore, it is likely that a mix of different green
energy carriers will be imported, as is common practice today. [85] Due to the fact that
fuel production will experience fundamental changes independently of the fuel choice and
mix, an overview of the currently described costs of energy carriers that can be utilized
in the transport sector is provided. For the import of energy carriers, additional costs
accrued through transportation arise, which vary between different energy carriers. Before
reviewing production and end user costs, the following section presents an overview of
transportation costs.

3.3.1. Import Costs of Energy Carriers

Perner et al. [85] identify electricity generation costs as being the main cost fac-
tor of electricity-based fuels. Consequently, comparative system analyses like that of
Robinius et al. [34], Fasihi and Breyer [86] determine regions with high RE full load hours
to ensure low energy prices. Worldwide detailed RE generations costs were determined by
Fasihi and Breyer [86] and used for scenario-based import routes by Hank et al. [87]. The
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H2AtlasAfrica [88], funded by the Federal German Ministry of Education and Research,
however, is focusing on hydrogen production from RE sources in West Africa.

Most other studies assume location-specific RE FLH and do not consider interna-
tional locations for production [85,89,90]. Transport costs sum up to a relatively small
share of cross-border prices for fuels, which allow transportation in existing infrastructure.
However, transport costs for different fuel options substantially differ. In particular, if
current infrastructure-compatible PtL fuels are compared for the transport of H2, new and
costly infrastructure must be installed. In various studies, high H2 transport costs have
been found to be economically decisive in favor of H2 derivatives such as liquid organic
hydrogen carrier (LOHCs), SNGs, ammonia, or other PtL fuels that offer infrastructure
compatibility [7,91]. The dilemma between costs for the scale-up of transport infrastructure
for H2 and the less efficient process chains of PtL fuels also leads to the question of domestic
H2 production, which could reduce transportation cost efforts and conversion losses before
and after transportation [83].

However, if H2 import is considered, it can be transported in liquid form (LH2), bound
to an LOHC, or as a derivative, such as ammonia, methane, or methanol [7]. H2 requires
between 25% and 35% of its initial energy to be liquefied. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) con-
sumes around 10% of its initial energy for liquefaction. The conversion of H2 into the deriva-
tive ammonia consumes 7–18% of its initial energy [91]. The conversion back into H2 in high
purity consumes about the same amount of energy again. However, the liquefaction tem-
perature of ammonia is −33 ◦C and the H2 liquefaction temperature is −253 ◦C, resulting in
lower cooling efforts for ammonia. In the two required steps of exothermal hydrogenation
and endothermal dehydrogenation, between an LOHC and H2, the processes combined
consume between 35% and 40% of H2 initial energy. Another disadvantage is the necessity
of transporting the dehydrogenated LOHC back to a suitable hydrogenation station. Similar
issues arise for vessels that transport LH2, which must return empty. Furthermore, storing
H2 at export and destination terminals is costly. IEA’s The Future of Hydrogen report [91]
provides a detailed overview of the advantages and disadvantages of transporting H2 in
the liquid phase, converted into ammonia or within an LOHC. Schindler [89] determines
the costs of different H2 transportation possibilities from Morocco to Germany, which
amounts to a shipping distance of around 3400 km. The costs of liquefaction are assumed
to be 2.6 EURct/kWhGH2,LHV. Gaseous hydrogen transportation costs are estimated to
be 1 EURct/MWhGH2,LHV/km for pipeline transport and 9.5 EURct/MWhGH2,LHV/km
for transportation by truck. In contrast, costs for the transportation of liquefied hydrogen
are 0.5 EURct/MWhLH2,LHV/km for ship transport and 2.1 EURct/MWhLH2,LHV/km by
truck [89]. Kreidelmeyer et al. [92] directly compare the transportation costs for H2, SNG
and PtL energy carries for an equal distance of 4000 km for 2020. The total transportation
costs split up the energy demand costs for conditioning (e.g., compression or liquefica-
tion), transport energy, and CAPEX, as well as the OPEX of the transport infrastructure.
The calculated transportation cost values refer to the MENA transportation route in Ger-
many and are rated as optimistic, with 2.3 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV for SNG through a 100-bar
pipeline and 3.6 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for H2, also via a 100 bar pipeline. The estimated
value for unpressurized pipeline-transported PtL energy carriers is 1.5 EURct/kWhPtL,LHV.
Corresponding pessimistic values are not presented [92]. These values lead to specific
transportation costs of 0.575 EURct/MWhSNG,LHV/km, 0.9 EURct/MWhH2,LHV/km, and
0.475 EURct/MWhPtL,LHV/km for SNG, H2, and PtL carriers, respectively. Schorn et al. [7]
compare the import costs of the energy carriers H2 and methanol for four different favor-
able global trade route locations for renewable electricity production, drawing on baseload
hydrogen prices from the Hydrogen Council [36]. For Germany, an import scenario from
Saudi Arabia via an LH2 vessel is determined. The results show that the additional costs
for converting hydrogen into methanol are outbalanced by the significantly lower shipping
cost of methanol, in contrast to liquid hydrogen transport. For the reference year 2030,
import costs for both energy carriers were determined to be 6.5–10.8 EURct/kWhLHV,
including production and transport.
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Perner et al. [85] calculated liquid shipping transport costs for LNG for different export
regions, which include the North and Baltic seas, North Africa and the Middle East, and
Iceland, assuming that the liquefaction costs of 0.69 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV in 2020 will re-
duce to 0.61 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV in 2050. The authors classified these values as optimistic.
Regasification costs are estimated to be 0.15 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV and remain constant
between 2020 and 2050. Including the transport costs from Iceland (a 2300 km maritime
distance to Hamburg), the determined transport cost range is 0.91 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV
in 2020 and 0.84 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV in 2050. Equal considerations for the export re-
gion North Africa (3600 km maritime distance to Hamburg) result in transport costs of
0.96 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV in 2020 and 0.88 EURct/kWhLNG,LHV in 2050. For the Mid-
dle East region (11,000 km maritime distance to Hamburg), the transport cost values are
1.19 EUR/kWhLNG,LHV in 2020 and 1.12 EUR/kWhLNG,LHV in 2050. Pfennig et al. [6] dif-
ferentiate between the costs for PtL production with different CO2 sources that commonly
appear as by-products and CO2 that is captured from air (direct air capture—DAC) and LH2
onshore wind and PV hybrid systems. Shipping transportation costs are estimated to be
0.13 EURct/kWhPtL,LHV for PtL for import from Morocco (Region of Tarfaya) to Germany.
In the study, different production locations such as Egypt, Somalia, Brazil, and Morocco
were compared, with the latter turning out to be the most cost-competitive. Energy costs
account for a share of 67% of the total costs in the calculation by Pfennig et al. [6]. For LH2,
Pfennig et al. [6] calculate transportation costs of 0.27 EURct/kWHLH2,LHV for an equal
shipping transport route. A specific transportation cost value for PtL is determined for an
equal route with 0.13 EURct/kWHPtL,LHV for 2050. Thus, the transport costs of LH2 exceed
PtL by a factor of about two.

Merten et al. [83] determine the distance-specific transportation costs of H2 vessels
and pipeline transport. The advantages of pipeline transport include high capacity, high
efficiency, and low OPEX. Its disadvantages include high CAPEX and the high transport
quantities that are necessary to refinance investment, which can be economically disad-
vantageous for technology scale-up, starting with low H2 production. Vessel transport
offers advantages in the ramp-up phase of H2 production through easier scalability and
the meeting requirements of decentralized H2 production. Furthermore, longer transport
distances can be covered with lower increases in transport costs [83]. For shorter trans-
portation distances of around 1000 km pipeline, transport is estimated with a cost interval
of 1.0–3.4 EURct/kWhH2,LHV and vessel transport with 3.0–8.3 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV, with
a cost advantage for pipeline transport. According to the determined correlation, vessel
transport would be advantageous for distances greater than 5000 km. An IEA study [91]
calculates differing break-even transport distances, which are beneficial for vessel transport
for distances higher than 1800 km. For lower transport distances, a gas pipeline would
be the most cost-efficient. The assumed specific transport cost curves are illustrated in
Figure 5. Hank et al. [87] also determine the distance-dependent cost functions, but for up
to 18,000 km.
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Figure 5. Comparative specific transport cost intervals for (a) H2 and (b) H2, ammonia, and LOHC
via pipeline and vessel. Source: Own elaboration based on [83,91,93].

The estimated cost assumptions strongly depend on the transported quantities of H2,
the infrastructure utilization rate, and site-specific features. Robinius [94] already presented
a three-dimensional correlation of H2 costs at the destination depending on mass flow
and transport distance, and cheapest transport type for the distribution purpose, with the
longest transport distance of 500 km, which is therefore inadequate for overseas import
considerations. In this context, it should be mentioned that the commercial readiness
level of LH2 via vessels is low. This is underlined by the high spread of cost range for
transport costs, which other studies also conclude [83]. Kawasaki develops a large-scale
vessel based on cargo containment systems (CCS) with a storage capacity of 40,000 m3. The
system’s forerunner was the SUISO FRONTIER, which has a storage capacity of 1250 m3.
Kawasaki announced the development of a 160,000 m3-capacity vessel using four CCS [95].
However, the current TRL cannot be evaluated. A TRL of H2 transport via pipelines is rated
higher, with 5000 km of pipelines operated worldwide, with around 400 km in Germany,
2600 km in the U.S., and 600 km in Belgium. The lifetime of H2 pipelines varies between
40 and 80 years and their installation requires high investment costs. The rededication
costs of natural gas pipelines to H2 ones are below those of the new installation, and
bypass the problems of acquiring way rights. Ammonia pipelines carry lower CAPEX
and also have high TRL levels, and are therefore a promising transport alternative. For
instance, a 4830 km pipeline is operated in the U.S. and a 2400 km one between Russia and
Ukraine [91]. For all studies, which analyze the Regions of North Africa or Morocco, which
are the most researched areas for synthetic energy carrier production, transportation cost
values were extracted and are summarized in Figure 6. These regions are also advantageous
because transportation is feasible via pipeline and vessel.

As seen in Figure 6, the transportation costs strongly vary for both transport modes;
pipeline and vessel transport. The cost interval for LH2 vessel transport reaches from
1.05 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV to 20.9 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV for equal transport distances, which
is a difference of around factor 20. The two cost values of transport via LOHC carrier
are relatively close to each other with 6.6 EURct/kWhLHV and 8.9 EURct/kWhLHV. SNG
transportation cost show lower scatter, with 0.16 EURct/kWhLSNG,LHV being the low-
est and 2.1 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV being the highest value, considering only transportation
cost values. The highest cost value of 2.1 EURct/kWhLSNG,LHV includes cost for liquefac-
tion, while the lowest cost value does not. The transportation cost of PtL fuels reveals
the lowest total cost and lowest spread of costs, with a range of 0.02 EURct/kWhLHV
to 0.13 EURct/kWhLHV for vessel transport, which corresponds to a difference of factor
6.5. The extracted transportation cost values show a clear advantage for especially PtL
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fuels as well as SNG. The discussed cost values represent transport cost values for one
specific region and cannot be transferred to other export regions’ transportation costs. How
transportation costs affect the total cost is discussed in the following section.

Figure 6. Comparative specific transport cost for H2, SNG, and PtL fuels for the region of North
Africa/Morocco under mention of used transportation technology, assumed distance, and referred
year of cost value. All cost values refer to lower heating values. Source: Own elaboration based on
(a) [96]; (b) [89]; (c) [83]; (d) [87]; (e) [92]; (f) [55]; (g) [85]; (h) [6]. PtL: Power-to-Liquid, SNG: Synthetic
natural gas, LOHC: Liquid organic hydrogen carrier.

3.3.2. Review of Total Costs

This section starts with the current prices of different energy carriers and furthermore
aims to provide insight into future energy carrier prices. First, the different production
costs of electricity-based fuels are discussed and compared with biofuel prices. For that,
only production without transport and taxes are considered. Additionally, the boundary
conditions considered in the reviewed articles are similar, so that a comparison is possible.
Second, the review is extended to include transport as well as taxes. Only synthetic
fuels are considered in that part and are classified into H2, SNG, and PtL fuels, and
domestic production, as well as imports, are considered. The reviewed literature studies
are summarized in Table A2 in Appendix A.

Table 2 presents an overview of the specific domestic production costs of alternative
fuels, including biomass-based fuels, synthetic fuels from PtL processes, and hydrogen, as
well as synthetic methane from CO2 and renewable hydrogen. The values are shown in EU-
Rct/kWh and EUR/LDE. The latter is the specific price for the energy, which represents one
liter of diesel. The lower heating value of diesel is 9.96 kWh/L [97]. Schemme et al. [4] inves-
tigated the costs of synthetic fuels produced in the framework of the PtL concept. Amongst
others, they assume a price of 4.6 EUR/kgH2 based on Robinius et al. [98], which is equal to
1.38 EUR/LDE. Furthermore, Peters et al. [13] calculated the price for synthetic methane, but
assumed CO2 costs of 35 EUR/tCO2 instead of 70 EUR/tCO2 such as Schemme et al. [4].
The recent market prices of the biofuels FAME, HVO, bioethanol, and biomethane are
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88 EURct/LDE, 73 EURct/LDE, 112 EURct/LDE, and 69–72 EURct/lDE [99,100]. The hy-
drogen price calculated by Robinius et al. [98] is based on an electricity price of 6 EU-
Rct/kWh, and is equal to 69 EURct//lDE. The German consumer electricity price in 2018
was 30.19 EURct/kWh [101], which corresponds to 3.01 EUR//lDE. As is shown in Table 2,
the production of hydrogen, methanol, DME, and MtG is most beneficial from an economic
viewpoint amongst synthetic fuels. The medium price segment of synthetic fuels includes
ethanol, and SNG, as well as FT diesel and gasoline. Of biomass-based fuels, HVO and
biomethane have the lowest prices, whereas the generally lower price of biofuels, compared
to synthetic ones, must be considered. Detz et al. [102] state that learning curves could arise
for the production of synthetic fuels, making them more competitive.

Table 2. Current costs of alternative fuel production.

Source Fuel Cost in EUR/LDE Cost in EURct/kWh Reference

R
en

ew
ab

le
el

ec
tr

ic
it

y

Hydrogen 1.38 13.85 [98]
Methanol 1.89 a 18.97 a [4]
Ethanol 2.22 a 22.29 a [4]
Butanol 2.53–2.60 a 25.40–26.10 a [4]
Octanol 2.85 a 28.61 a [4]

Dimethyl ether 1.85 a 18.57 a [4]
Oxymethylene ether1 2.64 a 26.40 a [4]

Oxymethylene ether3–5 3.46–3.96 a 34.74–39.76 a [4]
Methanol-to-Gasoline 1.88 a 18.87 a [4]

Fischer–Tropsch-
Diesel/Gasolines/Kerosene 2.30 a 23.09 a [4]

SNG 2.25 b 22.59 b [13]

Bi
om

as
s FAME 0.88 8.85 [99]

HVO 0.73 7.34 [99]
Bioethanol 1.12 11.28 [99]

Biomethane 0.69–0.72 6.90–7.20 [100]
Electricity 0.60 c–3.01 d 60 c–30.19 d [98,101]

Notes. a 70 EUR/tCO2; b 35 EUR/tCO2; c Electricity price renewable 6 EURct/kWh [98]; d Electricity price 2018
Germany 30.19 EURct/kWh [101]. Source: Own elaboration based on [4,13,98,100,101,103]. SNG: Synthetic
natural gas, FAME: Fatty acid methyl ester, HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils.

The potential of biofuels, which was outlined above in a separate section, should
be drawn upon as much as possible, because they possess, in general, lower production
costs. This principle applies as long as the ILUC conditions can be met. Additionally
beneficial is the production of HVO and biomethane, as both production pathways are
technically mature (see Figure 4) and carry the lowest production costs (see Table 2).
Amongst electricity-based fuels, the fuels hydrogen, DME, MtG, methanol, and FT diesel
should be preferred on the basis of their lower production costs. The production of ethanol
and synthetic jet fuel is limited by the low TRL of their production pathways (see Figure 4).
The biomass-based production of jet fuel has a higher TRL, and therefore constitutes a
promising alternative. Other alternatives to synthetic jet fuel will be discussed in the
following sections.

After comparing current alternative fuel prices, the future price ranges cited in the
current literature are reviewed in the following, with a focus on synthetic fuels from CO2
and renewable hydrogen. Aside from transportation costs, end user price is decisive
for market penetration, and for this reason, this section presents the results of a review
of the literature regarding the costs that arise across the entire value chain. Tax and
levies (T/L) strongly depend on political objectives, which is why they are subjected to
independent consideration. In order to be able to compare different studies, three dominant
cost levels are drawn on, if available in the literature. These are fuel production costs (PCs),
transport costs (TCs = cross-border price), and third level (including T/L and end user
price). In order to provide an overview of current and future expected costs, ranges with
the lowest and highest specific cost values for 2020, 2030, and 2050 are extracted, which
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aggregate the assumptions concerning the full load hours of RES, with the choice of RE
and electrolysis, CAPEX, OPEX, depreciation rate, process efficiencies, price of CO2, and
water sources, weighted average cost of capital (WACC), as well as the transportation and
distribution costs.

Future Cost Ranges of Hydrogen from Renewable Sources

Figure 7 displays the first results of the conducted literature review, with H2 cost
ranges given for the three defined price levels and reference years. With respect to gaseous
H2 and LH2 PC, the differences in Germany (H2 domestic) and favorable locations (H2
import) such as Morocco, Iceland, or the MENA region appear in all analyzed years.
Robinius et al. [34] identify neighboring EU states such as Norway, the UK, and Ireland
with high RE potential and optimized country-specific import prices. Most other studies
have focused on North Africa and the MENA region for energy carrier importation. In
more recent studies, export regions have more widely varied [34]. The already mentioned
H2AtlasAfrica [88] is calculating H2 PC in West Africa considering onshore, offshore, and
photovoltaic RE sources. Jensterle et al. [104] identified countries with the highest medium-
and long-term suitability for exporting large quantities of H2 with consideration of the
already named conditions, as well as soft factors like governmental interest, availability
of skilled labor, different aspects of security, and the acceptance of the local population.
The countries with the highest suitability for a 2030 perspective are Iceland, Canada, Mo-
rocco, Norway, Tunisia, and Turkey. With regard to 2050, the countries of Egypt, Algeria,
Argentina, Australia, Canada, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Saudi Arabia were identified. If
transportation is neglected, the advantages of higher full load hours in equatorial and
coastal regions come into play, where high wind and PV FLH are ensured and appear
to overweigh the higher capital and transport costs. In 2030, the high TC for hydrogen
(liquefaction effort or gaseous pipeline transport) results in end user cost ranges for im-
ported hydrogen of 15.5–22.8 EURct/kWhH2,LHV, which are optimistic and pessimistic cost
values for production in the MENA region using wind, as well as PV hybrid systems and
subsequently pipeline transport, as calculated by Kreidelmeyer et al. [92]. The correspond-
ing domestic production cost ranges are optimistic cost values of 16.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV
for the case of onshore wind in Germany. The upper bound of 24.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV
corresponds to pessimistic assumptions for offshore wind in the North or Baltic seas [92].
For 2050, the lowest H2 PCs were determined by Eichhammer et al. [90] with an H2 cost
of 3.6 EURct/kWhH2,LHV, whereas electrolyzers are supplied with RE in Morocco and
grid connections are not taken into account. The highest regarded PC in favorable regions
was calculated by Pfennig et al. [6] with 10.9 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV for Morocco, including
liquefaction and wind and PV hybrid supply systems.
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Figure 7. Result of the conducted literature review showing the cost ranges of H2 and LH2 production
in Germany and abroad, the transport costs and taxes/levies. Source: Own elaboration based
on [4,6,34,85,87–90,92,105–109]. All extracted cost values are provided in Figure A1 in Appendix A.
H2 PC: Hydrogen production costs (domestic or import), H2 PC + TC: Hydrogen import costs,
including transport, H2 PC + TC +T/L: End user prices of hydrogen (domestic and import), including
tax and levies.

The lower bounded value of 9.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV of the PC range for domestic
production was determined by Perner et al. [110] for offshore wind in the North and
Baltic seas. The highest PC result was for LH2 and calculated by Pfennig et al. [6] for
the case of southern Germany, with 21.7 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV. For import (PC + TC),
the lowest cross-border price was calculated by Gerhardt et al. [106] for Morocco with
5.3 EURct/kWhH2,LHV and gaseous pipeline transport to Germany (WACC = 6%). A 10%
WACC would increase the cost to 6.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV and liquefied vessel transport to
7.7 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV. The highest cross-border price was determined for liquefied H2
vessel transport from the UK, at 11.8 EURct/kWhLH2,LHV, by Robinius et al. [34] for the case
of onshore wind in coastal regions. For the end user price of H2, Kreidelmeyer et al. [92]
determined a cost range of 12.2 to 18.4 EURct/kWhH2,LHV, with the WACC varying between
6% and 12%, and the FLH of the electrolysis estimated to be 5000 h. Furthermore, the
reference cases for domestic production are provided, which results in a low end user price
of 11.7 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for the case of electrolysis supplied by the German electricity
grid. The highest H2 end user price of 19.7 EURct/kWhH2,LHV was determined for an
off-grid system combining offshore wind and electrolyzers close to the German coast and
includes a gaseous pipeline transport segment of 500 km and 3000 FLH for electrolysis [92].
In general, the ranges between the highest and lowest costs are smaller for import cases
due to limitations across the favorable locations.

This implies lower cost ranges, which constitutes an uncertain conclusion. Most
studies focus on techno-economic analyses with a minor focus on extenuating political cir-
cumstances. Recent studies such as that by Merten et al. [83] as well as Jensterle et al. [104]
take these circumstances into account. However, it is difficult to include these findings
in techno-economically-optimized models, which is why researchers advise building con-
nections between the models and political aspects at an early stage, e.g., to synchronize
local decarbonization strategies and intentions in the context of export. The range spread
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of domestic production compared to the ranges of import prices is slightly higher due to
differing RE FLH in the north and south Germany, as well as the North and Baltic seas,
which leads to differing electricity costs and necessities of conversion.

The reference PC of fossil H2 based on natural gas, taking into account increasing
rates of CO2 taxation, are 4.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for 2020, 5.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for 2030,
and 7.5 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for 2050 [92]. For optimistic assumptions, the estimated PC of
renewable H2 for import can be rated as competitive in comparison to its fossil alternatives
in 2050. For domestic production, on the other hand, a stronger reallocation of CO2
source costs could ensure competitive price ranges for renewable H2 compared to fossil
H2. The availability of data and results of H2 costs for the considered cost levels in
the current literature was assessed to be sufficient for this work for a comparison of
domestic and import costs. The determined current and future cost structures indicate
that domestic H2 production should be regarded as a possible and competitive pathway,
and therefore investigated with equal effort. Aside from end user prices, studies from
the Wuppertal Institute [83], Jensterle et al. [104], and Michalski et al. [105] point out
the beneficial macroeconomic effects of domestic production. Jensterle et al. [104] also
indicate that green hydrogen export regions or countries must match an ideal of low import
costs, high RE energy potential, and country-specific political and economic conditions.
Furthermore, Terlouw et al. [111] identified favorable H2 production regions in Europe,
which are located in the North and Baltic seas, the south of Spain, the south of France, and
the south of Italy, as well as neighboring states. Moreover, it is stated that for production in
the EU, a high share of excess energy used is a decisive factor in economic competitiveness.

Future Cost Ranges of SNG from Renewable Sources

The second product investigated in the literature study of future RE carriers is SNG.
The results were determined in a similar way to those of H2 and are shown in Figure 8.
With respect to the cost development of end user prices, including taxes and levies
(SNG PC + TC + T/L) for the import pathway, cost ranges drop from
23.2 to 42.1 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV in 2020 to 20.3 to 36.1 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV in 2030, and
16.8 to 28.8 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV in 2050. The ranges between the lowest and highest price of
imported SNG are 12.0, 15.8, and 12.0 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV for 2020, 2030, and 2050, respec-
tively, which is almost a doubling of the cost ranges compared to H2 for the same reference
years. The larger spreads reveal higher cost insecurities due to longer production pathways,
as well as strongly deviating assumptions for costs and the availability of CO2 sources. For
2050, the lower bound of the SNG PC + TC cost range is 8.8 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV for domes-
tic (offshore wind in the Baltic sea) and 8.0 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV for import cases (the RE
source is hybrid wind onshore and PV plus import via pipeline from the optimistic MENA
scenario) [89,112]. The upper bound for domestic production and distribution in 2050 is
26.1 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV. To achieve this cost value, electrolysis is enabled by the German
power grid. The upper bound of import costs is 14.2 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV [108], which
indicates that, especially for energy carriers with low transportation costs, production in
regions with high RE full load hours can have a positive impact.
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Figure 8. Cost ranges for domestic SNG production and abroad, transport costs, and taxes/levies.
Source: Own elaboration based on [85,89,90,92,107–109,113]. All of the extracted cost values are
provided in Appendix A in Figure A2. SNG PC: Synthetic natural gas production cost (domestic or
import), SNG PC + TC: Synthetic natural gas import cost including transport, SNG PC + TC +T/L:
End user prices of synthetic natural gas (domestic and import), including taxes and levies.

Future Cost Ranges of PtL-Fuels from Renewable Sources

The following, final section of the literature study analyses the production cost of
PtL products. Eight studies investigate unspecified PtL fuel production, mostly located in
North Africa and the MENA region. The results of these studies exhibit similar trends to
those seen for SNG, as illustrated in Figure 9. Compared to SNG, PtL shows lower process
efficiency in fuel production but also lower transport costs for the products, as they are
liquid and chemically similar to currently utilized energy carriers. End user price ranges
decrease from 28.2 to 50.9 EURct/kWhLHV in 2020, to 24.6 to 43.4 EURct/kWhLHV in 2030,
and 20.1 to 34.4 EURct/kWhLHV in 2050 (see Figure 9). The ranges of PC + TC decrease
from 20.0 EURct/kWhLHV to 28.0 EURct/kWhLHV in 2020, to 10.0–20.0 EURct/kWhLHV
in 2030, and 8.0–19.1 EURct/kWhLHV in 2050. The PC range of PtL fuel costs in 2050
also decreases to 5.1–13.9 EURct/kWhLHV, which is a competitive cost value to energy
carriers with significantly higher synthesis efficiencies like H2. For domestic production,
three cost ranges were extracted that show a decreasing cost range for PC + TC from
22.1 to 26.2 EURct/kWhLHV in 2030 to 14.0 to 29.0 EURct/kWhLHV in 2050. Both cost
ranges are significantly higher for domestic production compared to imported fuels due to
a lower FLH of RES and more conversion losses in the supply chain. The PC cost range
for 2050 of 16.1 EURct/kWhLHV to 19.2 EURct/kWhLHV indicates uncompetitive domestic
production costs for PtL.
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Figure 9. Cost ranges of unspecified PtL fuel production domestic and abroad, transport costs, and
taxes/levies. Source: Own elaboration based on [6,85,89,92,105,107,108,112]. All extracted cost values
are provided in Appendix A in Figure A3. PtL PC: Power-to-Liquid production cost (domestic or
import); PtL PC + TC: Power-to-Liquid import cost including transport; and PtL PC + TC + T/L: End
user prices of Power-to-Liquid product (domestic and import), including taxes and levies.

Finally, in order to analyze the observed cost ranges of H2, SNG, and unspecified PtL
fuels, Figure 10 compares the import cost ranges of the different energy carriers. With
respect to the PC for all three energy carrier types, strong cost reductions are expected.
According to the analyzed studies, H2 is the cheapest energy carrier, with a cost range of
3.5–10.9 EURct/kWhH2,LHV, whereas SNG has a cost range of 5.3–11.8 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV,
with the unspecified PtL fuels exhibiting a range of 5.1–13.8 EURct/kWhLHV. For PC + TC,
these ranges increase to 5.3–11.8 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for H2, 8.0–14.2 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV
for SNG, and 8.0–19.2 EURct/kWhLHV for unspecified PtL. The lower bounds of PC + TC
converge with 5.1, 8.0, and 8.0 ct/kWhLHV, respectively. For PC + TC + T/L, the ranges
further increase to 12.2–18.4 EURct/kWhH2,LHV for H2, to 16.8–28.8 EURct/kWhSNG,LHV
for SNG, and to 20.1–4.4 EURct/kWhLHV for PtL fuels. In 2050, the PC range of SNG and
PtL fuels is characterized by a larger spread in comparison to H2, due to longer process
chains with CO2 input, which strongly differs for different CO2 sources. Multiple varying
assumptions produce the spread of cost ranges. The CAPEX of electrolysis differ and have
a strong influence on energy costs. Politically-insecure export regions also lead to higher
capital costs and increasing interest rates, from 4% to 12% WACC, due to higher investment
risks. This disadvantages SNG and PtL fuel production because of higher total investment
costs compared to H2. The investment costs for DAC technology, if used, further increase
the total investment. From an energetic perspective, the increased demand for RE of around
700 kWhel/tCO2 used for DAC is moderate [92]. However, the CAPEX for DAC technology
is high, at 1.416 EUR/tCO2/a in 2020, and decreasing to 1.033 EUR/tCO2/a in 2050 [92],
resulting in high capital costs for realizing carbon-neutral e-fuels. On the other hand,
transportation expenditures, as well as the uncertainty of transport costs for H2 via pipeline
or vessel as a result of the technical developments still required, constitute a weakness of
the H2 value chain.
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Figure 10. Cost intervals of H2, SNG, and PtL for the import case. Source: Own elaboration based on
literature. Literature sources are listed in Figures 7–9. PtL: Power-to-Liquid, SNG: Synthetic natural
gas, PC: Production cost, TC: Transport cost, T/L: Taxes and levies.

3.4. Interim Conclusion

This section showed, that, even if biomass-based fuels are beneficial from an economic
view, caused by the limited potential of these, other alternatives are needed additionally.
Additionally, the ILUC risk of biomass-based fuels should be considered. The alterna-
tive fuels H2, synthetic or biomass-based CNG/LNG, methanol, DME, MtG gasoline, FT
diesel, and kerosene, as well as HVO have been identified in this sections as the best
options analyzing the technological readiness of the production pathway as well as the
production costs. FT products and synthetic natural gas have the disadvantage of, in
comparison, higher production costs. Biomass-based ethanol is also beneficial from this
section’s analyzed criteria.

Furthermore, the cost analysis showed the insecurities around the regarded cost
level production costs, cross-border prices, and end user prices in the current research
landscape. Cost insecurity increases with the predicted range and length of the value
chains. At present, cost comparisons indicate that lower production costs of H2 are nearly
compensated by higher transport costs in comparison to other fuels that offer existing
infrastructural compatibility. Furthermore, the domestic production of H2 is considered
cost-competitive to LH2 imports.

4. Assessment of Alternative Fuel Utilization

After investigating the production and costs of alternative fuels, the following sections
focus on their utilization on the vehicle side. First, existing regulations are reviewed with
consideration to maximum official and experimental blending rates. Second, the achievable
range of the fuel–drivetrain combination will be reviewed considering lower heating values
and TtW efficiencies.
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4.1. Drop-In Possibility of Alternative Fuels

Conventional diesel fuels in Europe are regulated by DIN EN 590 [114], whereas
conventional gasoline fuels are certified with DIN EN 228 [115]. Sustainable aviation fuels
are certified by legal rule ASTM D7566-20b [58]. The Drop-In possibility in the existing
vehicle fleet in this study was assessed through blending percentages by legal rules or
experiments. Fuel blends that fulfil special legal rules but require the approval of the
manufacturer or are not classified in the literature for most vehicles in the fleet are also
listed as experimental. The results are shown in Figure 11. The intervals are striped, similar
to those for the TRL assessment. Flexfuel and Dual-Fuel concepts are not included in this
chapter, as a new vehicle or retrofit of an existing vehicle is necessary.

As previously noted, the blending of sustainable aviation fuels with conventional
kerosene is regulated by legal rule ASTM D7566-20b [58]. Sustainable fuels and their
common abbreviations are listed in Table 3. Methanol-to-Kerosene processes are lim-
ited by the low share of aromatics. However, 100% ATJ-SPK was used in an engine by
Schripp et al. [116] and they did not observe major problems during the operation. Mean-
while, fully synthetic Coal-to-Liquid kerosene manufactured by Sasol in South Africa
has been certified by the UK Ministry of Defence, Defence Standard 91-91, and has also
been recognized by the ASTM D1655 [117,118]. Coal-to-Liquid kerosene should be equal
to FT-SPK because both fuels are produced via the FT process. Subsequently, neat syn-
thetic kerosene is fully used in British military aircraft since 2008 [119]. According to
Bauen et al. [120], synthetic FT kerosene can, in principle, be used in any blend ratio for
jet fuel. Schmidt et al. [62] concluded in their review that 100% Methanol-to-Kerosene
could theoretically replace Jet-A1 by 100%, but the process was not commercialized and
the product fuel was never subject to the approval procedure of the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM).

Table 3. Sustainable aviation fuels and their abbreviations.

Abbreviation Sustainable Aviation Fuel

FT-SPK Fischer–Tropsch hydroprocessed synthesized paraffinic kerosene

HEFA-SPK Synthesized paraffinic kerosene from hydroprocessed esters and fatty acids

HFS-SIP Synthesized iso-paraffins from hydroprocessed fermented sugars

FT-SPKA/A Synthesized kerosene with aromatics derived by the alkylation of light
aromatics from non-petroleum sources

ATJ-SPK Alcohol-to-Jet synthetic paraffinic kerosene

CH-SK, or CHJ Catalytic hydrothermolysis synthesized kerosene

HHC-SPK or
HC-HEFA-SPK

Hydroprocessed hydrocarbons, esters, and fatty acid synthetic
paraffinic kerosene
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Figure 11. Blending percentages of alternative fuels in diesel, gasoline, and jet A-1. Source: Own
elaboration based on [4,58,62,109,114–136]. Sustainable aviation fuel abbreviations: see Table 3. MtK:
Methanol-to-Kerosene, FT: Fischer–Tropsch, MtG: Methanol-to-Gasoline, OME: Oxymethylene ether,
DME: Dimethyl ether, FAME: Fatty acid methyl ester, HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils.

The maximum blending shares are 50% for FT SPK, 50% for HEFA SPK, 10% for
SIP, 50% for SPK/A, and 50% for ATJ-SPK [58]. Blending rates of synthetic kerosene
obtained via the FT and MtK process are limited through its aromatic compounds. Besides
aromatic compounds, the limitation of the oxygen content is another challenge of synthetic
kerosene [137].

For gasoline fuel, the highest blends are possible with FT gasoline and synthetic
gasoline through the MtG process (see Figure 11). Schemme et al. [4] state that 100% MtG
gasoline fulfills EN 228, whereas Bauen et al. [120] state that MtG gasoline can, in principle,
be used as a substitute, in any blend ratio, for gasoline. Blending conventional fuel with
high shares (100% assumed in Figure 11) of FT-gasoline still fulfills EN 228 according to
Kramer et al. [109]. In the case of alcohol-based alternative fuels as blends for conventional
gasoline, methanol-based blends of up to 3% or ethanol blends of up to 5% and 10% are
covered by DIN EN 228 [115]. Higher blends of up to 15% ethanol or 12.5% butanol are
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also possible in the United States under the legal rules ASTM D4806-13a [121] and ASTM
D7862-13 [122]. The INWL [123] reports that gasoline–methanol blends of up to 15% are
usable in conventional engines and up to 20% in modern engines. Wei et al. [124] have
researched the impacts of pure butanol in an SI engine in a test rig.

For CI engines, the highest blending permitted by legal rule is possible for FT diesel.
According to Kramer et al. [109], blending of up to 35% fulfills EN 590, whereas United
States legal rule ASTM D975-20c [125] covers 100% FT diesel utilization. FT diesel is
certified in Europe by legal rule DIN EN 15940 [126]. Bauen et al. [120] state that in theory,
up to 100% FT diesel could be used as a substitute for conventional diesel. The biomass-
based alternative diesel fuel FAME can be blended into diesel at 7% in Germany under DIN
EN 590 [114]. FAME is classified in the United States by ASTM D7467-20a [138] and can
be blended with conventional diesel in concentrations of 6–20%. In Europe, the blending
of conventional diesel with FAME is possible with shares of 20, 30, and 100% under the
legal rules DIN EN 16734 [139], DIN EN 16709 [127], and DIN EN 14214 [128], if the blends
are approved by the vehicle manufacturer. HVO blending of up to 30% fulfills EN 590
according to Bohl et al. [129]. Meanwhile, Kuronen et al. [130] report usage of 100% HVO
in city buses. Up to 10% methanol was also used as a diesel blend in a CI engine by
Damyanov [133] and up to 15% by Sayin et al. [131]. Damyanov [133] reports the utilization
of diesel–ethanol blends of 10% and 20%. Furthermore, Damyanov [133] describes usage
of diesel–butanol blends of 10% and 20%, whereas Sayin [132] reports a 10% share of
butanol in a diesel–butanol blend. Bauen et al. [120] state that in the United States, standard
waterborne engines with diesel–butanol blends of up to 16% (iB16) have been tested. In the
case of octanol, Rajesh Kumar et al. [134] report the use of a 30% octanol–diesel blend. The
alternative fuel OME1 was tested in a vehicle with engine modifications on the road as a
15% OME1–diesel blend by Continental [135]. OME3–5 as a diesel blend fulfills EN 590 with
a maximum OME3–5 share of 5–7% [136]. However, Beidl et al. [136] report OME3–5-diesel
blends with OME3–5 shares from 30–100%.

Overall, blending rates of up to 100% are possible for synthetic aviation fuels, although
these are limited to 50% by legal regulations. Based on the literature reviewed in these
sections, blending of up to 100% synthetic gasoline from the MtG or FT processes in the
existing vehicle fleet is possible (see Figure 11). High blending percentages in conventional
diesel fuels can also be achieved with FT diesel, HVO, and FAME.

4.2. Heating Value of Alternative Fuels

The reachable mission range of a vehicle primarily depends on TtW or tank-to-
propeller efficiency, as well as the gravimetric and volumetric energy density of the fuel
and engine load behavior of the respective vehicle. Efficiency as a function of the engine
load varies widely for the different drive systems. In this section, the heating value of the
different alternative fuels will be discussed. The TtW efficiency of different vehicles in road,
air, rail, and inland waterway transport will be discussed in dedicated sections for each
mode of transport.

Figure 12 shows the gravimetric and volumetric energy densities of different conven-
tional and alternative fuels. Aside from the energy density, the TtW efficiency is equally
important for the possible mission range of vehicle applications. As the TtW efficiency
strongly depends on the application and engine loads, it will be discussed separately for
each vehicle class in the upcoming sections. Figure 12 depicts the superiority of liquid
fuels with respect to volumetric energy density, whereas hydrogen has by far the highest
gravimetric energy density, with 120 MJ/kg. The highest volumetric densities feature the
heavy fuel oil, Jet A-1, and diesel with 39–43 GJ/m3, 33–36 GJ/m3, and 36 GJ/m3. Biodiesel,
synthetic FT diesel, synthetic MtG gasoline, liquified petroleum gas (LPG), and the higher
alcohols octanol and butanol are all in the range of 25–34 GJ/m3, whereas the volumetric
energy density of the remaining liquid fuels LNG, OMEx, DME, gasoline E85, and the
lower alcohols ethanol and methanol are within the range of 16–23 GJ/m3. Methanol has
the lowest volumetric energy density of the liquid fuels at 16 GJ/m3 and the second lowest
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gravimetric energy density. Only OME3–5 has a lower gravimetric energy density in the
field of liquid fuels, with about 19 MJ/kg. Liquid hydrogen, which is a gaseous fuel but
stored in liquid form, has a volumetric energy density of 8 GJ/m3. For gaseous fuels,
the gravimetric energy density strongly depends on the pressure. CNG has a volumetric
energy density in the range of 36 MJ/m3–9 GJ/m3, whereas hydrogen has a volumetric
energy density of 10 MJ/m3–5 GJ/m3. However, batteries have the lowest gravimetric and
volumetric energy densities, with 0.94 MJ/kg and 3 GJ/m3, respectively. Even the batteries
at the research level of development have, with 1.71 MJ/kg and 5 GJ/m3, low values. In
particular, the high gravimetric energy density suitable for applications like air transport is
strongly limiting, which will be discussed in detail in the air transport section.

Figure 12. Lower heating value of alternative fuels. Source: Own elaboration based on [97,140–150].
HFO: Heavy fuel oil, FAME: Fatty acid methyl ester, HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils, FT: Fischer–
Tropsch, MtG: Methanol-to-Gasoline, LPG: Liquefied petroleum gas, LNG: Liquefied natural gas,
OME: Oxymethylene ether, DME: Dimethyl ether, CNG: Compressed natural gas, LHV: Lower
heating value.

4.3. Drivetrain Efficiencies

In this section, the maximum TtW efficiencies and, if possible, the TtW energy con-
sumption of different applications, will be discussed. Table 4 provides a general overview
of the TtW efficiencies of different powertrains. In general, BEVs have the highest effi-
ciency, at 81–95% [109,151], followed by fuel cell–electric vehicles with 49–62%. Aircraft
turbines have maximum efficiencies of about 50% [152], whereas ship engines can achieve
around 44–56% [153]. Low efficiencies can be found in small two-stroke engines with
about 24% [153]. Notable is also the increasing consumption with lower temperatures.
The consumption of BEVs increases in winter by about 50%, whereas that of conventional
engines only increases by about 10% [154]. However, the stated efficiencies are maximum
efficiencies. Efficiencies during utilization of the powertrains will strongly depend on the
field of application. The different propulsion systems have strongly differing part load be-
haviors. The fuel cell system has its maximum efficiency with 10–20% load, which slightly
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decreases after that point until 100% load [155]. Diesel engines have low efficiencies that
increase with increasing loads and a maximum efficiency at approximately 100% load [97].
The efficiency–load curve of electric engines is similar to that of fuel cell systems, with the
difference being that the efficiency of electric engines will not decrease with increasing load
but remain constant [156].

Table 4. Efficiencies of different drivetrains.

Drivetrain Fuel Field of Application Max. Efficiency

Otto engine

Gasoline Motorcycle 31% [153]
Passenger cars, commercial

vehicles 36% [109,153]

Gasoline 2 stroke Small engines 24% [153]
LPG Commercial vehicles 36.5% [109]
CNG Commercial vehicles 37% [109]

Diesel engine

Diesel Passenger cars 43% [153]
Diesel Commercial vehicles, trucks 42–45% [109,153]
LNG Commercial vehicles 42% [109]

FT diesel, HVO, OME3–5, DME Commercial vehicles 42% [109]

Large diesel engine with high RPM Diesel Shipping 44% [153]
Diesel engines with medium RPM Diesel Shipping 45% [153]

Cross-head engines HFO 2 stroke Shipping 54% [153]
Turbines Jet fuel Air transport 50% [152]

Battery–electric Electric energy - 81–95% [109,151]
Fuel cell–electric H2 - 49–62% a

Notes. a Polymer electrolyte fuel cell with 60–65% efficiency [155,157,158]; electric system with 81–95%
efficiency [109,151]. Source: Own elaboration based on [109,151,153,155,157,158]. LPG: Liquefied petroleum
gas, CNG: Compressed natural gas, LNG: Liquefied natural gas, FT: Fischer–Tropsch, HVO: Hydrotreated
vegetable oils, OME: Oxymethylene ether, DME: Dimethyl ether, HFO: Heavy fuel oil, RPM: Rounds per minute.

The consumption values of the different vehicle classes, therefore, depend, on the one
hand, on the operating behavior of the vehicle class and, on the other, on the load behavior
of the vehicles. The following sections discuss the efficiencies of the different technology
options when used in road, inland waterway, rail, and air transport.

4.3.1. Road Transport

Figure 13 shows the energy consumption of different drivetrain–fuel combinations
for passenger cars (PC), light duty vehicles (LDV), heavy-duty vehicles (HDV), buses and
coaches based on Helgeson and Peter [32] and HBEFA 4.1 [159]. These consumption values
are averages and include the average operating behavior of the different vehicle classes.
The consumption values are always referenced to the diesel value of the respective class,
with motorcycle values being the exception. These are referenced to the motorcycle gasoline
value. Gasoline-powered light duty vehicles are excluded in Figure 13. As can be seen in
Figure 13, the battery–electric drivetrain features the highest consumption reduction, at
50–65% compared to conventional diesel engines for coaches, buses, PC, LDV, and HDV,
whereas electric motorcycles (MC) feature an 84% consumption reduction compared to con-
ventional gasoline-powered MC. Fuel cell–electric vehicles offer a consumption reduction
of about 40% for PC, LDV, and HDV, and about 22% for coaches and buses. This difference
could also arise from the different literature sources. For coaches and buses, the reduction
was calculated on the basis of EURO VI diesel vehicles in HBEFA 4.1 The utilization of
CNG or LNG in a gas engine leads to a higher general energy consumption [160]. For LDV
the energy consumption increases to about 42%, whereas for PC, coaches, buses, and HDV,
the consumption increases by around 13–24%. The utilization of dual-fuel, high pressure
direct injection diesel engines, using CNG or LNG and a small amount of diesel, leads to
a 3% increase in energy consumption. Hybrid technologies have the potential to reduce
energy consumption, but this reduction strongly depends on the electric mode driven range
and also on the vehicle’s consumption profile. Drawing on values calculated for 2020 by
Helgeson and Peter [32], plug-in hybrid drivetrains could reduce energy consumption by
20–43% for diesel-hybrid vehicles and by 31–50% for Otto-hybrid ones. For gas-engine
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hybrid vehicles, the reduction potential is between 28% and 72%. The operation of fuel
cell electric vehicles as plug-in hybrid vehicles can reduce the energy consumption by
about 15%. For BEVs, the energy consumption is primarily influenced by the maximum
mission range and battery size, respectively. Weiss et al. [161] state that the energy con-
sumption of BEVs is primarily influenced by vehicle mass. According to Weiss et al. [161],
a 10 kWh increased battery capacity leads to an increase in PC mission range of 40–50 km,
whereas energy consumption increases by 0.7–1 kWh/100 km. Helgeson and Peter [32]
forecast the development of different drive systems for PC, LDV, and HDV. They forecast a
strongly decreasing energy consumption for CNG, gasoline, and diesel, as well as CNG-
hybrid-powered PC. For LDV, the energy consumption of diesel, diesel-hybrid, and fuel
cell drivetrains decreases, whereas for HDV the energy consumption of the diesel engine
and the CNG/LNG-powered dual-fuel engine is decreasing.

Figure 13. Energy consumption of different powertrains for passenger cars (PC), light duty vehicles
(LDV), heavy-duty vehicles (HDV), motorcycles (MC), buses, and coaches. Source: Own elaboration
based on Helgeson and Peter [32] and HBEFA 4.1 [159]. The consumption values are relative to
the diesel consumption of the respective vehicle class. The motorcycle values are not diesel- but
gasoline-specific. CNG: Compressed natural gas, LNG: Liquefied natural gas, SI: Spark ignition, CI:
Compression ignition, FCV: Fuel cell vehicle, ICE: Internal combustion engine, BEV: Battery–electric
vehicle, PC: Passenger car, LDV: Light duty vehicle, HDV: Heavy duty vehicle, MC: Motorcycle.

4.3.2. Inland Waterway Transport

In inland waterway transport, mostly diesel engines with higher RPMs are used. These
engines have a maximum efficiency of 44% [153], whereas electric drivetrains have maxi-
mum efficiencies of 85% [109]. These values were used to estimate energy consumption. For
LNG, diesel-hybrid and diesel with selective catalytic reaction (SCR) and diesel particulate
filter (DPF) after treatment were also no class-specific values used. Otten et al. [162] state
that diesel ships with SCR/DPF consume 1% more energy in comparison to conventional
ships classified by the old emission regulation of the Commission for the Navigation of
the Rhine (CCNR2), whereas diesel-hybrid ships consume 5% less. Efficiencies for inland
waterway fuel cell ships were obtained from Zerta et al. [155].

The resulting energy consumption reductions are presented in Figure 14. The fuel
cell drivetrain exhibits the largest energy consumption reduction for day-trip ships (47%)
and cabin vessels (41%), and smaller reduction values for pushed barges/tankers (29%)
and cargo barges/liquid cargo barges (15%). A possible explanation for this could be the
load management of the different ship classes. The fuel cell drive has its peak efficiency at
about 20% load and then slightly decreases linearly until 100% load is reached, whereas
conventional diesel has low efficiencies with low loads and a peak efficiency of around
40%, with high loads close to the maximum [155].
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Figure 14. Energy consumption specific to conventional CI engines running with marine gas oil.
Source: Own elaboration based on [109,153,155]. LNG: Liquefied natural gas, CI: Compression
ignition, SCR: Selective catalytic reaction, DPF: Diesel particulate filter.

Similar reduction values are shown in Figure 14 for the energy consumption of electric
engines. Day trip ships and cabin vessels exhibit the largest reductions with 66% and 68%,
respectively, followed by pushed barges/tankers and cargo barges/liquid cargo barges
with 59% and 53%, respectively. The assumption of a constant efficiency of 85% for battery
propulsion is likely appropriate, as the efficiency–load curve of electric motors >75 hp is
already close to maximum efficiency at low loads [156]. According to Otten et al. [162], ships
running on LNG will probably have roughly the same energy consumption as conventional
CI engines running on marine gas oil. This assumption seems fairly optimistic, as according
to the studies of Bünger et al. [160], modern internal SI combustion engines in gas operation
can achieve maximum efficiencies of 90–95% relative to the efficiency of a comparable
diesel engine.

4.3.3. Rail Transport

In rail transport, in addition to conventional operation with catenary lines or diesel-
electric drivetrains, there are three alternative drive systems: (1) Diesel–electric hybrids;
(2) battery–electric hybrids; and (3) fuel cell–electric. One alternative for rail transportation
is the diesel–battery hybrid drivetrain mentioned above. Alstom developed the Alstom
H3 shunting locomotive with a diesel engine and an additional battery. The battery
is charged during low-load operation and provides energy during high-load operation,
which reduces energy consumption by up to 50% [163]. A similar technology is utilized
in electric trains with additional batteries. These additional batteries enable the trains to
operate in battery–electric mode on rail sections without catenary lines. The batteries are
loaded on sections equipped with catenary lines. Bombardier developed the prototype,
BOMBARDIER TALENT 3, which is produced in low production volumes and has an
electrical mission range of 40 km [164]. 21 trains of that type are, for instance, used on three
train lines in Germany [165]. With the next generation, the mission range should increase
by up to 100 km [164].

Another hybrid technology is the diesel–air pressure technology, where brake energy
is saved in the form of compressed nitrogen. This technology offers a lower energy con-
sumption and less additional weight compared to the other mentioned hybrid technologies.
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However, the maximum lifetime of the pressure tanks is 25 years [166]. This technology
will not be investigated further in the following.

Hydrogen fuel cell trains are another promising technology for the rail transport
sector. The fuel cell pilot train Alstom Coradia iLint is already operating in Lower Saxony,
Germany [167]. It has a mission range of 1000 km and approximately the same weight as a
conventional diesel train [167]. For comparison, the mission range of conventional diesel
passenger trains, such as the Alstom Lint 54 and Alstom Lint 41, is about 1200 km [168].
Plank-Wiedenbeck et al. [168] reported that the Alstom Corodia iLint consumes about
0.18–0.25 kgH2/km and a conventional equal diesel train about 1–1.8 l/km. This results
in 7173 Wh/km for the hydrogen train and 13,945 Wh/km for the diesel one. The Alstom
Corodia iLint is mostly comparable to the train class S-Bahn. Deutsche Bahn AG [169]
reported the energy consumption of an electric and diesel S-Bahn to be 22 Wh/Seat-km and
60 Wh/Seat-km, respectively. In total, this enables a 63% energy consumption reduction
for electric trains and a 49% reduction for fuel cell ones. As already noted, diesel-electric
hybrid trains have the potential to reduce fuel consumption by 50%, but this only applies
when using them as shunting trains. The reduction in energy demand of the different
alternatives is summarized in Table 5, below.

Table 5. Reduction of energy demand in rail transport through alternative propulsion technologies.

Propulsion System Energy Consumption Reduction

Diesel–electric hybrid 50% [163]
Battery–electric hybrid 63% based on [169]

Fuel cell–electric 49% based on [168]
Notes. Source: Own elaboration based on [163,168,169].

4.3.4. Air Transport

As a result of the low technical maturity of the alternative propulsion systems for
air transport (see Roland Berger [170] and McKinsey & Company [28]), studies on energy
consumption amongst aircraft are limited. Seeckt and Scholz [171] compared the combus-
tion of conventional kerosene and hydrogen in the aircraft classes jets and turboprops.
Using hydrogen in a turboprop aircraft reduced energy consumption by 5%, whereas it
increased energy consumption in the jet by about 3%. According to Roland Berger [170],
fuel cell propulsion systems have efficiencies about 45–50%, combined with a 55% fuel
cell efficiency and 90% electric powertrain efficiency. In contrast, hydrogen combustion
propulsion systems have a 40% efficiency [170]. However, other sources combine a 65% fuel
cell efficiency with an 85% electric powertrain, leading to a 55% fuel cell system efficiency
(see Table 4). Aircraft turbines have an efficiency of about 50% [152]. As a result of the lack
of information regarding energy consumption, air transport TtW efficiency is assessed by
the evaluated engine efficiencies, which are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Efficiencies of different propulsion systems for air transport.

Drive Efficiency

Fuel cell–electric 45–55% [170]
Electric 82–90% [170]

Hydrogen combustion 40% [170]
Kerosene combustion 50% [152]

Notes. Source: Own elaboration based on Roland Berger [170] and Bräunling [152].

4.4. Interim Conclusion

This section shows the high compatibility of the alternative fuels FT diesel, FT kerosene,
and MtG. The same accounts for FAME, HVO, and others via the FT process produced
aviation fuels with already existing vehicles. It also highlights the necessity of the ASTM
approval of higher blending rates for FT and MtK kerosene.
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The analysis of the heating values highlights the superiority in the case of the volu-
metric energy density of the liquid fuels. Liquid fuels, which match with the first selection
of fuels in Section 3 are FT diesel, MtG gasoline, HVO, FT kerosene, synthetic or biomass-
based LNG, DME, and methanol. The volumetric energy density of the promising fuels
synthetic or biomass-based SNG and H2 is lower, while the energy density of the batteries
is by far the lowest.

Furthermore, it was shown, that the drivetrain efficiencies of the battery–electric
drivetrains are always the highest in the considered four sectors, followed by the fuel
cell–electric drivetrain. Natural gas-based internal combustion engines lead to higher
energy demand in road transport. It was also shown, that the highest energy consumption
reduction can be achieved using electric drivetrains in vehicle classes, which have a high
share of dynamic operation. These are motorcycles, passenger cars, light duty vehicles and
buses in road transport and the passenger transport in inland waterway transport.

5. Environmental Impacts of Promising Alternative Fuels

In addition to the techno-economic assessment, alternative fuels still require envi-
ronmental assessments to realize their potential and identify sustainable pathways. In
Germany, the transport sector accounted for around 150 million t CO2eq of emissions in
2020, despite less travel due to the COVID-19 pandemic [172]. This corresponds to a
share of just under 20% of total greenhouse gas emissions in Germany. After the energy
industry, the transport sector is, therefore, the largest emitter of greenhouse gases. Against
the backdrop of climate change, the finite nature of fossil resources, and damaging local
environmental impacts, the transport sector must therefore change significantly from its
previous structure. For example, the tightening of carbon dioxide fleet limits by the EU at
the beginning of 2019 has prompted numerous car manufacturers to focus more on alter-
native drivetrain concepts in their portfolios [173]. Not only new drive concepts but also
alternative fuels are gaining importance in Germany, as well as globally, due to the outlined
ecological imperatives. The global production of biofuels, therefore, reflects continuous
growth since 2006 [174]. In addition to biofuels, electricity-based fuels and vehicle concepts
offer the possibility of reducing the environmental impacts of the transport sector. In order
to be able to make statements regarding the extent to which the substitution of fossil fuels
with alternatives can reduce harmful environmental impacts, numerous analyses have
been carried out in recent years. Some environmental assessments of fuel supply have
been designed as so-called well-to-tank (WtT) studies. Another and very well-established
method for the ecological analysis of fuels is the life cycle assessment (LCA), which is an
environmental assessment procedure that is also standardized by DIN ISO 14040 [175] and
14044 [176].

A study by Moro and Helmers [177] clearly addresses the differences between WtT
and well-to-wheel analyses, as well as LCAs. Therefore, WtT is understood as the energy
input for the production, transportation, and distribution of fuels. Thus, these studies
focus on the fuel supply pathway alone. However, emissions and the environmental
impacts caused by them that relate to the construction and disposal of exploration, energy
conversion, and vehicle technologies are left out of consideration. The WtT analysis is
therefore characterized by the fact that it represents a relevant subset of the environmental
impacts of fuels, as well as being easier to prepare and interpret. In an LCA, these other
elements of the fuel supply can also be taken into account.

Literature reviews have been published focusing on both forms of environmental
assessments of fuels, addressing results and trends from a wide range of earlier publications.

In the present study, the alternative fuels H2, CNG/LNG, methanol, DME, MtG
gasoline, FT diesel, and kerosene, as well as HVO, have been considered promising from
a multi-layered techno-economic perspective. Thus, the key and general findings on
environmental performance described below refer to these fuels.

The literature overview presented herein includes the environmental impacts of
promising alternative fuels considering LCA results, as well as the WtT results with re-
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gard to the impact category climate change and the indicator of global warming potential
(GWP 100a) in kg CO2eq. For each result, it is clearly described what form of the two
environmental assessment methods is being referred to. The focus is clearly on the consid-
eration of LCA results. Nevertheless, some WtT studies provide interesting and valuable
additional insights. For further environmental impact categories, only LCA results were
taken into account. In addition to the results for climate change, the present overview of
environmental impacts includes the following further impact categories and indicators: the
category of acidification and the indicator of acidification potential (AP) in g SO2eq/MJ; the
category of eutrophication and the indicator of eutrophication potential (EP) in g PO4eq/MJ;
the impact category of summer smog and the indicator of photochemical ozone creation
potential (POCP) in g C2H4eq/MJ; the category of ozone depletion and the indicator of
ozone depletion potential (ODP) according to g CFC-11eq; and, finally, the impact category
particulate matter in this case, with the corresponding indicator < 10 µm (PM10).

An overview of the WtT GWP results of different bio- and electricity-based fuels from
94 publications was presented in a study by Naumann et al. [174]. Drawing on the large
number of results presented in the literature review, Figure 15 is limited to a subset of the
fuels identified as promising in this study.

Figure 15. Ranges of GWP results of WtT assessments and promising selected fuels. Source: Own elab-
oration based on [174]. HVO: Hydrotreated vegetable oils, FT: Fischer–Tropsch, C-SNG: Compressed
synthetic natural gas, L-SNG: Liquefied synthetic natural gas, GWP: Global warming potential, WtT:
Well-to-Tank.

According to Naumann et al. [174], the wide range of environmental impacts shown in
Figure 15 is due to data- and process-related factors, as well as methodological differences.
However, clearly differentiated statements for the cause of the range of environmental
impacts are lacking. Accordingly, on the basis of this literature analysis, it can be stated
that large differences are possible depending on the design of the fuel supply and the
assumptions made. However, trends regarding the possible advantages of fuels should
not be directly derived from this. In order to obtain more differentiated findings in the
manipulated variables of the environmental impacts of these fuels, the findings from
the LCA literature reviews related to these alternative fuels were used in the next step,
outlined below.

Koj et al. [178] identified 32 LCA concerning Power-to-X (PtX) fuels and pathways
and evaluated them in a review study. In the study, a clear focus of earlier LCA studies of
gaseous PtX fuels (i.e., H2 and SNG) was highlighted. The origin of the electricity used for
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the PtX pathways and the carbon dioxide source and capture processes were identified as
crucial factors in mitigating environmental impacts. Amongst others, the literature results
regarding electrolytic hydrogen production showed that there is an obvious impact of elec-
tricity supply on GWP. The use of electricity generated using from RE sources was shown
to have significantly lower impacts than the use of conventional hydrogen production
processes. The conventional hydrogen production technologies (steam reforming from
natural gas or petroleum) led to GWP results of between 90 and 120 g CO2eq/MJ, whereas
the results of electrolytic hydrogen production with wind energy could reach values of
less than 20 g CO2eq/MJ. In studies where a region- or country-specific grid electricity
mix was considered, large differences in environmental effects were shown depending on
the geographical conditions and different associated shares of renewable and fossil-based
electricity generation. Depending on the year under consideration and further assumptions,
an analysis of hydrogen production based on the EU electricity mix revealed GWP results
up to nearly 270 g CO2eq/MJ [179]. Therefore, from an environmental point of view, the use
of electricity mixes with high specific emission factors for the production of hydrogen and
fuels based on it should be avoided. In addition, the literature review includes evaluations
not only for the provision of hydrogen fuel but also for the use of various fuels in passenger
cars. This also includes the shares of fuel production of the electricity-based fuels SNG,
hydrogen, and electricity for electric transportation in the context of total environmental
impact. It also turns out that electricity inputs with the lowest possible GHG emissions
should be used for fuel production. Otherwise, the contributions of fuel production to the
total environmental impacts can be well over 80% and lead to no relief compared to the
fossil reference [180]. For considerations up to the year 2050, it is shown that if a completely
renewably-generated electricity supply is used, the contribution of fuel production to the
environmental impacts per kilometer can be reduced to below 10% [181]. In addition, the
literature review highlights the range and inconsistency of methodological assumptions
amongst previous studies [178].

A similarly-designed review study of LCAs of PtX fuels was published by
Kigle et al. [182]. The authors explicitly limited the PtX approach to consider those LCA
publications that analyzed electricity-based fuels for application in the transportation sector.
The literature review ultimately encompassed 23 publications. Hydrogen as a fuel was fre-
quently analyzed in this literature review as well. The significance of the electricity input is
also addressed herein. For all studies that distinguished between RE and the electricity mix
as inputs in the production of electricity-based synthetic fuels, a consistent trend emerged.
GHG emissions for fuels based on the electricity mix were several times higher than for
fuel production based on RE. The example of methanation for SNG production was used to
address the various options for accounting for the carbon dioxide required for the reaction.
One of the publications considered in the review calculated a carbon dioxide credit for the
carbon dioxide used in the methanation process [183]. In another study [179], the credit
for carbon capture was given to the industrial plant upstream of the methanation process
and operated with fossil fuels. In this instance, therefore, the environmental impact of the
product of the industrial plant was reduced, but not that of the SNG. This methodological
aspect is referred to as allocation and is understood as the assignment of the incoming and
outgoing material and energy flows of a process or product system to the product system
or technology under investigation in the case of multi-output processes [175,182].

5.1. Hydrogen

Of the promising alternative fuels considered, hydrogen production has been subject
to the most environmental analysis. For example, a recent review study of the ecological
effects of using hydrogen as a fuel for road transport was able to identify 72 relevant
studies featuring WtT or LCA results [184]. In that literature review, a range of GWP values
for WtT studies and the reference MJ could be identified. The GWP of WtT ranges from
1.6 gCO2eq/MJ to 218 g CO2eq/MJ, with a mean of 39.6 g CO2eq/MJ, were identified. The
different environmental impacts of the production of hydrogen as a fuel can be caused in
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particular by the different pathways and technologies used for this purpose. For instance,
Wulf et al. compared ten different hydrogen pathways and identified the advantageous
environmental performance of electrolyzers based on proton exchange membrane electrol-
ysis cells (PEMECs) and alkaline electrolysis cells (AECs) [185] if operated with renewable
electricity in five of the six impact assessed categories. Due to these promising ecological
results and the possibility of integrating renewable electricity, the technologies, and pro-
cesses of water electrolysis, in particular, are considered as a form of hydrogen production
in the context of future alternative fuels. The significance of the type of electricity supply
for the environmental impacts of electrolysis technologies has already been highlighted
by numerous individual publications and in the preceding sections based on the findings
of the cited review studies. This also means that the different power consumption of the
various electrolysis technologies leads to different environmental impacts. With respect
to operation, water must also be noted as an important input. However, the provision of
treated water only makes a negligible contribution to the environmental impacts of the
GWP indicator. In addition, different material compositions are used and developed, espe-
cially for the electrolysis cells, which can result in different environmental impacts. Another
factor that influences the GHG emissions caused by component manufacturing is also the
lifetime of the components used. However, the contribution of component manufacturing
and plant construction on the GWP indicator tends to be almost negligible. However, other
environmental impacts, such as ozone depletion potential, can be very strongly influenced
by component manufacturing if, for instance, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is used in the
manufacturing of seals. For example, as a result of PTFE, the manufacturing phase was
responsible for over 90% of the ozone depletion potential (ODP) environmental impacts for
a 6 MW alkaline electrolyzer evaluated by Koj et al. [186].

Liebich et al. [9,10] discussed additional environmental impact categories for elec-
trolytic hydrogen production in the year 2050. With respect to acidification, potential values
of between 0.043 and 0.060 g SO2eq/MJ were obtained, which lie close to the value of
the fossil reference 0.049 g SO2eq/MJ. The main contributions were given by upstream
electricity generation, due to the steel, copper, and aluminum production necessary for
power plant production. Additionally, for eutrophication, upstream electricity generation
and especially the underlying use of steel, copper, and aluminum are responsible for most
of the impacts. The eutrophication values significantly exceed those of the fossil reference
with values of around 0.023 g PO4eq/MJ compared to 0.0090 g PO4eq/MJ. With respect to
summer smog, the electrolytic hydrogen production revealed lower values (around 40% of
the fossil reference). Furthermore, for particulate matter, electrolytic hydrogen production
revealed lower values of around one-third compared to the fossil reference.

Hydrogen is characterized by its capability of being stored geologically prior to fuel
use, if needed. This storage can be performed, for example, in salt caverns. Koj et al. [181]
found that this type of storage is only responsible for minor contributions compared to
other steps in the process chains.

Germany is considered a hub of electrolysis operation in numerous LCA studies
(e.g., [186–188]). A clear environmental impact reduction is also shown in these publications
for electrolysis operation with renewable energy compared to operation using the electricity
mix. In addition, it was shown that Germany has a location disadvantage compared to
other countries with respect to electrolysis operation when certain electricity inputs are
employed. When operating electrolysis with the electricity mix, Austria and Spain perform
significantly better by comparison [186]. When comparing the GWP when operating with
PV electricity, the GWP for Portugal is over 40% lower than the impacts of electrolysis
operation using PV electricity in Germany due to superior solar radiation conditions [188].

5.2. C-SNG/L-SNG

Methanation to produce SNG, often referred to as Power-to-Methane (PtM), from
hydrogen and carbon dioxide is one of the most frequently analyzed PtX technologies
from an environmental perspective. The PtX LCA review of Kigle et al. [182] identified
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six publications with LCA considerations of SNG [179,181,183,189–191]. In the LCA review
by Koj et al. [178], as many as 26 publications were identified that address the environmental
impacts of SNG production.

The environmental impact results of a study by Liebich et al. [9,10] have a high
relevance due to the scope on Germany, assessed variants and impact categories, as well
as its actuality. Furthermore, it is one of the few studies that consider SNG liquefaction
(L-SNG). The study compared 12 SNG production pathways. Furthermore, different
geographical scopes (Germany, Saudi Arabia, and Morocco), as well as different electricity
and carbon dioxide sources and transport options, were considered. The study found for a
retrospective consideration of the year 2015 typically highest contributions of electricity
generation for hydrogen production on global warming potential results [9,10]. For the
retrospective assessment of the year 2015, global warming potential results reach from
around 10 g CO2eq/MJ to over 300 g CO2eq/MJ. The lowest value is achieved with German
wind onshore as a power source, while the highest impacts are provoked by a pathway
based on the German electricity mix. Compared to a fossil reference (natural gas incl.
upstream) with a global warming potential of 63 g CO2eq/MJ, the results of the best pathway
in 2015 corresponds to a reduction of almost 85%. Comparing C-SNG transported by
pipeline with L-SNG and the transport by liquefied natural gas tanker revealed advantages
for C-SNG. Taking methane emissions during the liquefaction and regasification into
account, L-SNG transport provokes around 10 g of CO2eq/MJ for the L-SNG pathway.
Liquefication and regasification do not necessarily have to be considered as a component
of the L-SNG transport. In the JRC WtT study [192] these process steps are considered
as a conditioning and distribution step of L-SNG provision. Additionally, the JRC WtT
study [192] confirms a higher global warming potential for L-SNG compared to C-SNG.
An assessment of the year 2050 by Liebich et al. [9,10] shows significantly lower impacts
compared to the retrospective assessment of 2015. The calculated prospective global
warming potential results reach from around 6 to 17 g CO2eq/MJ, with most pathways
showing results in the range 7 to 15 g CO2eq/MJ. Thus, a reduction of 90% would be
possible compared to the fossil reference.

The prospective global warming potential obtained by the LCA of Liebich et al. [9,10]
(6 to 17 g CO2eq/MJ) is in the same range as the WtT values in the literature review of
Naumann et al. [174] (see Figure 15).

With regard to different life cycle stages, the plant construction (electrolysis, carbon
capture, and methanation plant) shows lower global warming potential contributions than
the contributions related to plant operation [184,185].

Liebich et al. [9,10] assessed environmental impact categories beyond global warming
potential for SNG production. Acidification potential values calculated for the year 2050
reach from 0. 075 to 0.26 g SO2eq/MJ. The reference value for fossil natural gas is 0.032 g
SO2eq/MJ. Thus, the lowest acidification potential of the electricity-based SNG production
is 130% higher than the fossil reference value. Main contributions to the acidification
impacts were given by the electricity provided to electrolysis, especially steel, copper, and
aluminum production for the power plants, and consumable production for electrolyzers.
The eutrophication potential values vary between 0.016 and 0.073 g PO4eq/MJ. Compared to
the fossil reference this is in minimum 900% higher than for natural gas as reference. Main
contributions to eutrophication are given by the electricity for hydrogen production and
for pathways with carbon capture from the lignite-fired power plant the required energy
input. Again steel, copper, and aluminum production for the upstream power plants are
primarily responsible for the eutrophication potential related to the electricity used for
electrolysis. The summer smog values of SNG production, calculated for the year 2050, lie
between 0.018 and 0.049 g C2H4eq/MJ, corresponding to 90 and 245% of the reference value.
For many paths values between 0.025 and 0.030 g C2H4eq/MJ are given. These values are
slightly larger than the reference value. Main contributions to these impacts are given by
electricity generation for hydrogen production. Additionally, depending on the pathways
construction of the DAC plants and LNG tanker transport show contributions of around
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20% to the summer smog. Particulate matter for SNG production in the year 2050 was
calculated in the range from 0.06 to 0.15 g/MJ. Compared to natural gas as a reference
these particulate matter impacts are 170 to 580% higher. The highest contributions to the
particulate matter impacts are given for electricity generation for electrolysis, construction
of the plants, and transport by LNG tanker [9,10].

Besides C-SNG/L-SNG, fossil-based CNG/LNG is currently popular but is not cov-
ered in the overview of this work. However, an analysis of the environmental impacts of
fossil-based CNG/LNG is attached in Appendix B.

5.3. HVO

Various vegetable oils can be used for the production of HVO. These oils are converted
into hydrocarbons by means of a catalytic reaction with the addition of hydrogen [193].

The environmental impacts are not the same for all vegetable oils and differ signif-
icantly in some instances. An LCA study by Arvidson et al. [194] compared the HVO
from rapeseed, palm oil, and jatropha. The GWP for the production of HVO from palm
oil turned out to be the lowest. In addition, the GWP for HVO from all three feedstocks
was found to be significantly lower than for fossil-based diesel fuel. It was also shown
that the nitrous oxide emissions that entail the cultivation of the plants caused about half
of the GHG emissions, and thus account for a large share of the environmental impacts.
However, palm oil has been particularly criticized for a number of reasons, such as the
land-use changes it causes and the associated GHG emissions, and it should therefore not
be considered for the production of HVO [195]. This was also addressed in the discussion
of biomass-based alternative fuels above.

The review study of Bierkandt et al. [195] notes a GHG emission reduction compared
to fossil fuels for HVO and the German context based on the literature. In that publication,
HVO is considered overall as an admixture available in moderate quantities in the short
term, and well-suited for GHG reduction [195].

The ranges for the climate change indicator shown in Figure 15 include data for used
cooking and vegetable oils. For used cooking oil, a range of 2.2–16 g CO2eq/MJ tends to
show lower environmental impacts compared to the range for vegetable oil of 5–149 g
CO2eq/MJ [174]. Moreover, depending on the feedstock used, the hydrogen input also
varies between about 28 and 42 kg H2/t HVO, and thus so do the environmental impacts
arising from the hydrogen supply [174].

The recent JRC WtT report compares the WtT GHG emissions of HVO pathways for
rapeseed, sunflower, soy, palm oil, and waste cooking oil in the European context [192]. The
range of WtT greenhouse gas emissions calculated in the report is extensive. The resulting
emissions begin under 10 g and reach more than 80 g CO2eq/MJ if no credits are considered.
The emissions of cooking oil lie at the lower end of the range, whereas soybeans tend to
exhibit the highest impacts without consideration of credits. If credits are considered, most
of the plant-based HVO pathways show results in a range between 40 and 60 g CO2eq/MJ.
The first production step clearly dominates the impacts of plant-based HVO pathways.

5.4. Methanol

Of the promising PtL fuels considered, most environmental assessment studies focus
on electricity-based methanol production (Power-to-Methanol). The PtX LCA review by
Koj et al. [178] identified nine studies with LCA considerations of methanol [191,196–203].
In the LCA review by Kigle et al. [182], six LCA studies on methanol were
identified [189,191,196,204–206]. A total of 13 studies with content on Power-to-Methanol
were identified in both literature reviews.

With respect to electricity-based methanol production, a study by Liebich et al. [9,10]
is especially noteworthy due to its geographical focus on Germany, the number of variants
considered, and its actuality. In this recent study, a total of 20 methanol production
pathways were compared. The study considered production in Germany and import from
Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Iceland, and Sweden with a wide variety of electricity and carbon
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dioxide sources, as well as different transport options. Across the pathways considered, the
study found that the provision of electricity for electrolysis upstream of methanol synthesis
contributed the largest share of total GHG potential [9,10]. In addition, this also shows the
decisive importance of the electricity source of hydrogen supply and a subordinate role
for methanol transport [9,10]. For a retrospective consideration of the year 2015, a global
warming potential of 20–25 g CO2eq/MJ was determined for some pathways. Compared to
the selected reference relating to methanol from natural gas, including upstream chains
with a global warming potential of 95 g CO2eq/MJ, this corresponds to a reduction of
about 75%. A prospective consideration of the pathways for the year 2050 yields global
warming potential results of between 8.7 and 25 g CO2eq/MJ methanol, with most pathways
exhibiting results in the range 10 and 15 g CO2eq/MJ. Thus, a reduction of about 85–90%
compared to conventional fuel would be possible. These values obtained by means of
LCA are also in the range of the WtT GWP values for methanol, reaching from 1 to 50 g
CO2eq/MJ in the literature review of Naumann et al. [174] (see Figure 15). Plant construction
contributes to the environmental impacts to a lesser extent than the use of the main inputs
(hydrogen and carbon dioxide) [9,10]. From another perspective, however, the relative
importance of plant construction increases due to decreasing environmental impacts from
its operations. The construction of carbon capture plants mostly has higher environmental
impacts than the construction of the PtX plant [9,10].

Aside from GWP, Liebich et al. [9,10] assessed further environmental impact cate-
gories for electricity-based methanol synthesis. With respect to the acidification potential,
values of between 0.082 and 4.9 g SO2eq/MJ were obtained. The fossil reference value
was 0.052 g SO2eq/MJ. As a result, the acidification potential of electricity-based methanol
fuel is a minimum of 60% higher than the fossil reference. The main contributions to the
acidification impacts were contributed by the electricity generation for electrolytic hydro-
gen production. The high contribution of the upstream electricity generation is primarily
caused by steel, copper, and aluminum production for power plant construction. The
eutrophication potential values vary between 0.015 and 0.097 g PO4eq/MJ methanol de-
pending on the pathways. Thus, also for these impact categories, methanol fuel production
is accompanied by significantly higher values than the fossil reference. The eutrophication
potential is at minimum 90%, and at maximum twelve times, higher than the fossil refer-
ence. The main contributor to the impacts of most pathways is the electricity generation for
electrolysis and for some pathways the energy required for carbon capture. Again steel,
copper, and aluminum production for power plant construction is particularly responsible
for the eutrophication potential of this fuel. The summer smog impacts of electricity-based
methanol were calculated to lie between 0.018 and 0.073 g C2H4eq/MJ. The impacts of
many paths are between 0.025 and 0.050 g C2H4eq/MJ. Compared to the fossil reference of
0.037 C2H4eq/MJ, the methanol pathways provoke between 50 and 200% of the impacts.
Again, electricity generation for electrolytic hydrogen production is responsible for the
majority of the summer smog provoked by methanol synthesis. However, the construction
of the plants and partly the energy for carbon capture, or even methanol transport, exhib-
ited noteworthy impacts. Particulate matter concentrations for methanol synthesis were
calculated in the range from 0.057 to 0.20 g/MJ. These values are 20–320% higher than the
fossil reference. The main contributions were shown for the electricity input required by
the electrolysis, plant construction, and methanol transport. Depending on the accounting
or allocation of credit for carbon capture and its utilization, total electricity-based methanol
synthesis could in fact reach near net-zero GHG emission level [9,10].

5.5. DME

With respect to electricity-based pathways for the production of DME, there have been
relatively few LCA studies published to date. The review by Kigle et al. identified three
LCA publications on DME [204,205].

Fernández-Dacosta et al. [204] calculated 14 g CO2eq/MJ as the GWP of the fuel provi-
sion without its combustion. Bongartz et al. [189] performed an LCA on DME considering
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the conditions expected in 2035. The future electricity mix was calculated as the electricity
source for DME production. Thereby, 18.2 g CO2eq/MJ was determined to be the GWP
of the fuel supply for DME production. The largest contribution (57%) to environmental
impacts was found for the carbon dioxide supply. Hydrogen supply accounts for 21% and
DME synthesis for 15% of the total GWP value. Transportation and distribution, including
compression at fueling stations, also accounts for the smallest share (7%) for this fuel.
Additionally, the LCA study by Matzen et al. [205] also confirms the largest share of carbon
dioxide supply in relation to the environmental impacts of DME production.

In contrast, a recent publication by Troy et al. [207] demonstrated much smaller
contributions of carbon dioxide supply to overall environmental impacts. In addition, a
credit for the captured carbon dioxide is taken into account. That publication, in which
the circumstances of DME production in Germany were considered, again highlights the
significance of the electricity input. The analysis revealed GHG reductions of at least
75% when using wind energy instead of German grid electricity, which was calculated
retrospectively with values for the year 2016. Troy et al. assessed additional environmental
impact categories. For particulate matter (PM) formation, they pointed out that German
grid electricity inputs produce a higher PM in comparison to wind energy. Furthermore,
the construction phase of the DME synthesis provokes PM due to the upstream impacts of
the steel used as a construction material in DME plants. The steel utilization also showed
noteworthy effects on terrestrial acidification.

In the latest JEC WtT report [192], nearly-zero GHG emissions were calculated for a
DME pathway with the utilization of renewable electricity and carbon dioxide.

As in the case of electricity-based methanol, the total GHG emissions of electricity-
based DME synthesis could even reach a near net-zero level depending on the accounting
or allocation of credit for the capture of carbon and its utilization.

5.6. MtG

Few environmental assessments can be found that focus on MtG. Hurtig and Year-
wood [208] analyzed several fuels suitable for the incorporation of carbon dioxide. Europe
was chosen as the geographic setting for the analysis. For each of the fuels, different variants
were calculated, ranging from operation with the EU electricity mix to various high shares
of RE in the electricity input, to scenarios that made use of decarbonization. Scenarios
featuring the EU electricity mix were consistently found to have higher environmental
impacts compared to a fossil-based reference. This persisted in most scenarios for MtG,
even at an RE share of 30%. For an 80% share of RE and higher, clear advantages compared
to the fossil reference could be observed. For the mass-based functional unit employed in
the study, a maximum savings potential of more than 6 kg of CO2eq/kgMtG product was
found compared to the fossil reference. However, the study did not contain additional
information on the contributions of individual process steps or components to the overall
environmental performance. Furthermore, the assessments only present the GWP results
and no further environmental indicators [208].

5.7. FT Diesel and Kerosene

An increasing number of LCA publications can be found in the literature on the
electricity-based FT synthesis. In the PtX fuel LCA review by Kigle et al. [182], relevant
studies by Hombach et al. [209] and Alhyari et al. [210] could be identified. For FT gasoline,
Naumann et al. [174] noted a broad range of 2.8 to 145.8 g CO2eq/MJ as GWP. The LCA
study by Liebich et al. [9,10] not only contains a broad range of assessed PtM pathways
but also a variety of FT fuel supply paths. In the LCA study, 17 different fully electricity-
based pathways were compared for the FT synthesis in Germany or imports to the country.
However, some of these pathways are bio-based and not a form of PtL. Thus, only the
results of 15 pathways that can be considered PtL options are taken into account in this
study. For FT fuels, the study compared production in Germany and import from Saudi
Arabia, Morocco, and Iceland, as well as different transport options in addition to a wide
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variety of electricity and carbon dioxide sources. Instead of pointing out results for FT diesel
or gasoline, a production mix of the FT fuels was considered in the LCA study. The highest
GWP results (over 350 g of CO2eq/MJ) were given for a pathway in which the German
electricity mix for the year 2015 is considered as electricity input. For the assessed conditions
of the year 2015 for several additional fuel pathways, a GWP of 20–25 g CO2eq/MJ and a
reduction of around 75% compared to the conventional reference were calculated. It was
also shown that FT production using offshore wind in Germany can be comparative or
even advantageous to onshore wind in Morocco. Further impact reductions are expected
for electricity-based FT synthesis until the year 2050. For most of the pathways, GWP
values of between 10 and 15 g CO2eq/MJ were calculated for FT fuel. In comparison to
the conventional reference, this means a reduction of approximately 85%. The study also
presents the results of further environmental impact categories. Values for additional
impacts are given and described in the following section and subchapter. For acidification
and LCA results for the year 2050, a range of between 0.076 and 5.1 g SO2eq/MJ was
calculated, whereas the impacts of the fossil reference (the average value of diesel/petrol)
is lower (0.074 g SO2eq/MJ). The acidification potential of FT fuel is, as discussed before for
other electricity-based fuels, especially provoked by emissions from upstream steel, copper
and, aluminum production used for the plant construction for the required electricity. With
respect to eutrophication, the lowest value of FT pathways (0.012 g PO4eq/MJ) is lower in
comparison to the fossil reference (0.021 g PO4eq/MJ). However, there is an FT pathway
that would cause multiple impacts (0.096 g PO4eq/MJ). The impacts of eutrophication are
especially provoked by the upstream electricity generation of hydrogen production due
to materials used for power plants. Summer smog potential can be significantly reduced
for some pathways (min. 0.014 g C2H4eq/MJ) compared to 0.046 g C2H4eq/MJ. The FT
pathway with the highest summer smog potential induces 0.065 g C2H4eq/MJ, which is
higher than the value of the fossil reference. The main source of summer smog is also
given by the electricity generation for hydrogen provision. Furthermore, the construction
of the plants was revealed to have notable summer smog impacts. The particulate matter
impacts of FT fuel provision in the year 2050 were analyzed to be more than 20% lower, or
even three times higher than the reference value. Again, electricity generation and plant
construction were shown to be primarily responsible for the environmental impacts [9,10].

5.8. Contribution Analysis for Several Alternative Fuels

As pointed out before, especially the upstream electricity production and the un-
derlying construction of power plants are mentioned to be of high relevance for many
environmental impact categories. Quantification of the contribution of electricity for elec-
trolysis as well as from further process stages is illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 16 depicts the median contributions on environmental for 2050 for all fully
electricity-based supply paths considered in the study of Liebich et al. [9,10]. Electricity for
electrolysis exhibits the largest contributions, reaching from just under 60% to 80%. The con-
tribution caused by the fuel production plants ranges from one eighth to one third, depend-
ing on the fuel. Some materials used for the construction of these plants, especially steel,
followed by aluminum, copper, and cement, provoke most of these environmental impacts.
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Figure 16. Contribution analysis for selected environmental impact categories for medians across
electricity-based fuel supply pathways 2050. Source: Own elaboration based on [9,10]. GWP: Global
warming potential; AP: Acidification potential; EP: Eutrophication potential; ODP: Ozone depletion
potential; POCP: Photochemical ozone creation potential.

Transport, including its direct emissions and required infrastructure or means of trans-
port (pipelines, ships, etc.) goes along with contributions of less than 10% to the different
environmental impact categories. The materials steel, aluminum, and copper are again re-
sponsible for most of the impacts of the transport infrastructures. Contributions of additives
to the environmental impacts are typically even lower and in a range between 1 and 5% of
the impacts per category. These additives comprise auxiliary materials for use in synthesis
and separation plants, such as catalysts, scrubbing liquids, and adsorber materials.

5.9. Interim Conclusion

Sections 3 and 4 identified the promising fuels hydrogen, CNG/LNG, HVO, methanol,
DME, MtG, and FT diesel as well as FT kerosene. These promising fuels were analyzed in
this sections considering their environmental impact. It was shown, that production of all
these promising fuels could reach near-zero or even negative GHG emissions, bounded
to mandatory preconditions. Furthermore, it was found, that the impact of long-distance
transport for imports of these fuels is rather low with less than 10% for the examined
impact categories. The results also show, that the materials steel, aluminum, and copper
should be reduced as much as possible in alternative fuel production chains to keep
environmental impacts, such as acidification and eutrophication potential, below the results
of the conventional pathways.

6. Discussion

In the following, the findings of the previous sections are discussed and evaluated.
First, the reviewed literature pertaining to fuel costs is discussed. Second, the application
of fuels and drivetrains in road, inland waterway, rail, and air transport is discussed and
compared with currently available vehicle technologies. Third, the outcome of the economic
impact analysis is summarized and discussed.

6.1. Cost

Hydrogen can be transported as a gas via pipeline, liquefied, or as an LOHC by
ship. The most common derivatives of hydrogen are SNG, ammonia, methanol, DME,
MtG gasoline, and FT diesel [34]. At this stage, no clearly superior electricity-based
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fuel has been identified due to the different pros and cons of each fuel. Therefore, a
clear and balanced trade-off decision between hydrogen and its derivatives has not yet
been taken. The drawbacks of derivatives include lower production efficiencies and the
need for a CO2 source. The benefits include lower transportation costs compared to
hydrogen due to the compatibility of the existing infrastructure [83]. H2 transportation
costs reveal insecurities due to the low TRL of LH2 and LOHC vessels, which result
in a higher spread of costs. Furthermore, the low utilization of pipelines during the
ramp-up time of H2 production is weighted differently in techno-economic analyses. In
terms of capacity scaling, marine vessel transport carries advantages. However, possible
unloaded return journeys of LOHC/LH2-carrying vessels negatively impact their economic
competitiveness [83,91]. Another factor that causes cost insecurity is the estimation of
the demanded import quantities that influence the occurrence and expression of scaling
effects [104]. The assumed economies of scale regarding electrolysis investment costs for
the short-term time scope of 2030 should be treated with caution and take into account
the current size of the H2 market [83]. The extracted lower bounded cost values for cross-
border prices for 2050 are 5.3 EURct/kWhLHV for H2 transported via pipeline from Morocco,
8.0 EURct/kWhLHV for SNG imported from the MENA region via pipeline and PtL, and
Syncrude at 8.0 EURct/kWhLHV for imports from Iceland [106,110,112]. The respective
upper boundaries of cross-border prices for 2050 are 11.8 EURct/kWhLHV for LH2 vessels
importing from Norway or the UK [34] and 14.2 EURct/kWhLHV for SNG imported from
the MENA region via pipeline [112]. The upper bound value for PtL is the highest, at
19.2, for import from North Africa as determined by Schmidt et al. [108]. These snapshot
values reveal optimistic and pessimistic assumptions regarding all three energy carriers
and are not suitable for a conclusive assessment. Furthermore, the pessimistic cost values
indicate that adequate CO2 cost reallocations are necessary in order to ensure the market
penetration of CO2-neutral fuels, which cannot ensure cost-competitiveness in all cost
calculations against their fossil equivalents [87,110].

The first studies focused on the import regions in North Africa and the Middle East due
to the relatively low transportation distance and high RE FLH [89,90,110,112]. More recent
studies aim to find the optimal points of high RE potential in terms of FLH and the general
potential of available land, usable for RE scale up, low import costs, and politically—
as well as economically—beneficial conditions [34,86,104]. This leads to a shift in the
determined import regions and clearer recommendations. Suitable identified countries
for production scale-up through 2030 are Iceland, Canada, Morocco, Norway, Tunisia, and
Turkey. Furthermore, long-term perspectives through 2050 ascribe the highest RE potential
to Egypt, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Saudi Arabia as favorable
production countries [104]. In comparison to electricity-based fuels, biomass-based ones
such as HVO and biomethane exhibit generally lower price levels and high TRLs, and
should therefore be utilized in the highest quantities to ensure low ILUC risks [100].

6.2. Road Transport

C-SNG and L-SNG are promising due to the low-to-medium production costs and
the market share already possessed by fossil natural gas. LNG trucks are utilized, for
instance, by Volvo with HPDI diesel engines in dual-fuel operation with 5–10% diesel, or
by Scania with gas engines [211,212]. The advantage of dual-fuel operation is a higher
efficiency that approximately corresponds to that of conventional operation with diesel.
In contrast, the gas engine offers efficiencies in the range of 75–85% and a maximum
efficiency of 90–95% in relation to the conventionally-operated diesel engines [160]. A
disadvantage of the diesel engine in gas operation is higher emissions, as shown by the
emission factors in HBEFA 4.1 [159] or Otten et al. [162]. Methanol is used in pure form
(M100) in racing [123]. Additionally, Kramer et al. [109] assessed M100 as being a possible
future fuel for SI engines. Similar to natural gas, methanol is also used in diesel engines in
dual-fuel operation. Dual-fuel systems for diesel engines have already been used in the
automotive and marine domains. An example is the use in the ferry Stena Germanica [213],
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which operates between Kiel and Gothenburg. Zhai [214] reported that the utilization
of methanol in heavy duty vehicles has been part of the 2012-started methanol pilot
program in China. Additionally, there are the two heavy duty vehicle series Sinotruk
Howo (ZZ3317N4667D1M and ZZ3257N3847D1M II) and Shacman (SX3317DR456HM and
SX3317DR456HM II) that employ methanol–diesel dual-fuel engines of the manufacturers
China National Heavy Duty Truck Group Corp., Ltd. and Shaanxi Heavy-duty Automobile
Group Co., Ltd. [215].

However, the European Commission evaluates the use of methanol in dual-fuel
operation in the diesel engines of heavy-duty vehicles as unexplored [120] despite the work
of Zhai [214]. In dual-fuel operation in diesel engines, the nitrogen oxide (NOx), PM, and
soot emissions decrease, whereas the hydrocarbon ones increase [123].

In this study, passenger cars, light duty vehicles, and motorcycles were identified as
vehicle classes that tend to travel over shorter distances. Furthermore, large reductions in
consumption are possible for these vehicle classes through the implementation of battery–
electric drivetrains (see Figure 13). Buses and rigid trucks were identified as vehicle classes
with medium mission range requirements, which is why the use of a battery–electric drive
also seems to be viable for these vehicle classes. However, the higher vehicle mass of
such vehicles and correspondingly higher energy demand militates against the use of
battery–electric drives. In the case of heavy vehicles and longer distances, the use of a
battery–electric drivetrain appears to be somewhat disadvantageous due to its much lower
volumetric and gravimetric energy densities (see Figure 12). Another promising technology
is the use of catenary trucks in freight transport. The costs of this technology depend
heavily on the length of overhead line sections, the traffic volume, and the share of vehicles
using this technology [216]. As a result of this, it is not possible to compare the costs, as
was done for the other energy sources above. A spatial analysis to determine the costs of
overhead lines is therefore necessary. The use of catenary trucks in heavy duty transport
was investigated and published in another study [217]. It concluded that catenary trucks
for heavy duty transport generally lead to more technical as well as economic uncertainties
than other alternative propulsion systems. Therefore, this propulsion concept is not further
discussed herein. Further details can be found in Breuer et al. [217].

The utilization of C-SNG- or L-SNG-fueled vehicles is generally promising. Gas
engines can be used for the vehicle classes identified as having low- and medium mission
range requirements: passenger cars, light duty vehicles, buses, and rigid trucks. Of the
lighter vehicle classes passenger cars and light duty vehicles, the use of hybrid concepts is
viable due to the higher consumption of gas engines. For vehicles with larger mission range
requirements, the use of dual-fuel diesel engines with LNG is advantageous due to the
low energy density of methane and the better efficiency of dual-fuel engines. This includes
articulated and trailer trucks. The use of fuel cell–electric propulsion tends to be possible
and advantageous in road traffic in all vehicle classes with the exception of motorcycles.
For vehicles with higher mission range requirements, larger tanks are necessary due to the
lower volumetric energy density. The high gravimetric energy density and efficiency are
also advantageous.

Peters et al. [218] reviewed and assessed different alternative fuels for heavy-duty
transport. The investigated fuels and propulsion systems, which include diesel-like liquid
fuels, hydrogen, natural gas, DME, and catenary trucks, match the results presented above.

6.3. Inland Waterway Transport

Since January 2020, the new European regulation (EU) 2016/1628 EURO V for non-
road mobile machinery applies to all new engines higher than 300 kW in inland waterway
transport [219]. For instance, the limit for NOx emissions was reduced from 6 to 1.8 g/kWh.
Options for attaining these new emission standards include efficiency improvements,
exhaust gas after-treatment such as DPF or SCR, and alternative fuels [220]. Among the
investigated Drop-In fuels, the use of synthetic diesel in inland navigation seems to be
the most promising option, although this will not meet the mentioned EURO V emissions
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regulation without the additional use of exhaust gas after-treatment. The same applies to
ships with dual-fuel LNG propulsion [162]. Only ships with LNG- or CNG-powered spark
ignition engines are consistent with the new emissions regulation without exhaust gas
after-treatment [162]. In addition to LNG operation, the alternative propulsion concepts of
fuel cell– and battery–electric are promising due to their high efficiencies (see Figure 14).
Limiting factors include the low volumetric energy densities of hydrogen and batteries,
and the lower gravimetric energy density of the latter (see Figure 12). An analysis of the
required mission ranges in passenger shipping was not performed. Assuming that cabin
ships, ferries, day excursion vessels, and smaller boats tend to cover shorter distances,
the use of battery–electric propulsion is possible and advantageous for these ship classes.
The consumption reductions are also greatest for these classes (see Figure 14). The use of
battery–electric drive in freight transport is not feasible due to the lower fuel consumption
reductions, the lower energy densities of the batteries, and the high mission ranges required.
The use of a fuel cell–electric powertrain in passenger and freight transport in inland
navigation is promising and offers moderate advantages in terms of energy consumption
and a high gravimetric energy density, and therefore the maximum payload is not restricted.
One challenge could be the low volumetric energy density for ships with long mission
ranges, such as cargo and liquid cargo barges. The literature confirms this assessment of
the viability of alternative propulsion systems, and is outlined in the following.

Vessels with battery–electric propulsion are already operated in the inland navigation
sector. The electric day cruiser St. Nicholas operates with a 50 kW electric drivetrain on
the Rursee in Germany and the electric ferry Sankta Maria II with an 80 kW one on the
Mosel in Germany [221]. Both can carry up to 250 passengers. Zero Emission Services
B.V. [222] announced in a press release that it will equip a motorized cargo barge owned by
the Heineken brewery with an electric drivetrain. The energy storage system used is the
exchangeable battery container system developed by Zero Emission Services B.V. [222]. In
the future, electric freight ships will operate on the approximately 60 km-long Zoeterwoude–
Alpherium–Moerdijk route in the Netherlands. Based on the analyses of the mission range
of inland freight traffic performed in this study, this technology only seems to be suitable
for individual applications (see Figure 3). Moreover, according to Kasten et al. [223] battery–
electric inland waterway barges are rarely considered options for inland navigation due to
the low volumetric and gravimetric energy density and the resulting high weight of the
batteries. LNG propulsion is already widespread in shipping, with the LNG carrier vessels
the TMS Ecotank. III, ex-TMS Green Rhine, and Eiger already being in operation on the
Rhine, Germany [221]. Bauen et al. [120] classify LNG technology for shipping as being at
the commercial level. In Norway, five LNG ferries of the type Fjord1 have been in operation
since 2007 [224].

For passenger transport, the high-speed ship Francisco was put into service in South
America. Furthermore, the cruise ferries MS Stavangerfjord and MS Bergenfjord entered
service in 2013 and 2014, respectively, and operate between Norway and Denmark. [224]
Bauen et al. [120] report that 50 LNG-fueled ships (excluding LNG liquid cargo barges) are
already in operation in the EU. At the time of the publication of the European Commission
report [120], 45 more LNG-fueled ships were on order. For LNG pushers, at the time
of this study, only a design study by Rolls-Royce and Canadian Robert Allan, a ship
designer, is known [225]. Fossil LNG has been evaluated in numerous studies to be a good
alternative for inland navigation [226], although the Federal Ministry of Transport and
Digital Infrastructure in Germany [226] states that it is only a temporary solution, as fossil
natural gas reserves will also run out. According to Kopyscinski et al. [227], fossil LNG
could subsequently be replaced by SNG, for instance, from biomass or PtG methane.

Zerta et al. [155] provide an overview of existing fuel cell-driven vessels. Their work
shows that commercial fuel cell vessels are mostly small in size, such as sport boats with
engine power ranges of 4–50 kW. However, there is also a commercial ferry with 2 × 200 kW
and pusher boat with an engine power of 2 × 200 kW in operation. Prototypes, pilot projects,
and demonstration vessels exist with engine powers in the range of 1–2 × 1000 kW. These
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vessels are primarily inland passenger vessels, ferries, or small ships. [155] According
to Zerta et al. [155], ships with fuel cell–electric propulsion systems of up to 10,000 kW
are being investigated in theoretical studies. Amongst the German inland waterway
fleet, pusher boats of up to 362 kW make up a share of 70% [228] and could presumably
be covered by the already existing fuel cell-powered inland waterway vessel fleet with
2 × 200 kW. In a feasibility study by the MariGreen project [229], hydrogen is evaluated
as a promising energy carrier for inland navigation and its use in combustion engines is
advantageous for the ship classes cargo/liquid cargo barges and pushed barges/tankers,
whereas, for ferries and cabin ships, fuel cell–electric propulsion is preferable.

More recent studies, such as that from Zerta et al. [155], focus on fuel cell–electric
propulsion for all vessel classes. The Rhine Hydrogen lntegration Network of Excellence
(RH2lNE) has set the goal of operating ten hydrogen-powered inland vessels between
Rotterdam and Duisburg by 2024 [230].

Finally, the retrofit of the already mentioned Stena Germanica into methanol dual-fuel
operation using marine gasoil as a pilot fuel should be mentioned [213]. As noted earlier,
methanol also constitutes a promising alternative energy source and can be used in the
dual-fuel operation of diesel engines.

6.4. Rail Transport

In principle, the conventional diesel fuel used in rail transport can be replaced by
HVO or FT diesel. Alternatively, diesel–electric hybrids, battery–electric hybrids, or fuel
cell–electric propulsion systems can be used. In contrast to other transport sectors, the
choice of propulsion system for rail transport depends on the route of the respective train
line. If only short, non-electrified sections of a track must be covered, the use of a battery–
electric train with a catenary line connection and a battery for up to 100 km is beneficial.
For longer, non-electrified distances for which electrification is not worthwhile due to low
traffic volumes, hydrogen trains can be used instead.

6.5. Air Transport

As noted above, air transport requires propulsion systems with long mission ranges.
Considering the low energy densities of batteries, battery–electric propulsion systems
are unsuitable for commercial aviation, despite their high efficiency rates. Hydrogen as
an energy carrier offers a higher gravimetric energy density. However, neither of these
technologies will be operational in this context in the foreseeable future, which is why they
are not further investigated herein. As will be discussed below, the literature supports
this hypothesis. According to Thomson [231], the use of lithium-ion and nickel–cadmium
battery systems in battery-powered aircraft is restricted by the weight and size of the battery
system. Battery-powered aircraft could enter the market between 2030 and 2040, but their
application is limited to small and medium-sized aircraft [232,233]. According to McKinsey
& Company [28], battery–electric aircraft are applicable for commuter (<19 PAX), regional
(20–80 PAX), and short-range aircraft (81–165 PAX) for mission ranges of up to 1000 km,
whereas they are not suitable for larger aircraft due to their limited energy densities. A study
by Roland Berger [234], however, concluded that the use of a battery-electric propulsion
system in commuter aircraft would reduce mission range to 202 km. In Roland Berger [234],
a battery energy density of 180 Wh/kg was assumed. Current densities for batteries in road
vehicles are up to 260 Wh/kg [148]. Furthermore, according to Roland Berger [234], the
efficiency would have to be increased by a reduced drag coefficient, an increased wingspan,
and a reduced mass in order for battery–electric propulsion to be viable in commuter aircraft.
Additionally, the battery density would need to be increased to 720 Wh/kg [234]. Eviation
Aircraft has developed the nine-passenger Alice electric airplane, which has a stated mission
range of 1000 km and is expected to become commercially available in 2021 [235]. The
ICAO [236] has published an overview of existing electric aircraft prototypes and projects,
most of them are below <19 PAX, i.e., in the commuter aircraft class, or are designed for
even shorter distances, such as the Volocopter 2X with a 27 km mission range. However,
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only the aircraft project Airbus/Siemens/Rolls Royce E-Fan X (hybrid-electric), the Wright
Electric/Easy Jet (electric), and the Boeing Sugar VOLT (hybrid-electric) are in the class
of large commercial aircraft with 100 PAX, 120 PAX, and 135 PAX, respectively. Market
entry is planned for 2027–2050 [236]. In another study by Roland Berger [170], existing
hydrogen aircraft projects are examined and evaluated. Furthermore, fuel cell/hydrogen
propulsion for aircraft is assessed. At present, the only fuel cell-driven aircraft is the DLR
HY4, which has a mission range of 750–1500 km and offers space for four passengers [237].
Other prototypes under development feature up to 20 seats. Exclusively, NASA’s CHEETA
project is focusing on large commercial aircraft. The feasibility studies Airbus Cryoplane
and NASA Concept B also investigated large commercial hydrogen aircraft powered by
either fuel cells or turbines [170].

McKinsey & Company [28] investigated the use of hydrogen as an energy source
in the five different classes of commuter (<19 PAX), regional (20–80 PAX), short-range
(81–165 PAX), medium-range (166–250 PAX), and long-range aircraft (>250 PAX). They con-
cluded that fuel cell propulsion is best suited for commuter and regional aircraft, whereas
H2 turbines are more suitable for medium- and long-range aircraft; hybrid engines should
be used in short-range aircraft. However, costs will increase as aircraft size does. They also
predict that commuter aircraft powered by hydrogen will be available in less than ten years
and regional aircraft in the next 10–15 years, whereas the larger aircraft classes will not be
available for more than 15 years. [28] According to McKinsey & Company [28], there is no
mission range limit for hydrogen propulsion for commuter (<19 PAX), regional (20–80 PAX),
and short-range aircraft (81–165 PAX), whereas for medium-range (166–250 PAX) and long-
range aircraft (>250 PAX), new and more efficient aircraft concepts are needed for mission
ranges above 10,000 km.

As a conclusion of the above discussion, the only short-time solution for aircraft, with
small aircraft being the exception, is synthetic jet fuel. Different sustainable aviation fuels
already went through the ASTM procedure and, as discussed earlier in this work, are
certified with Drop-In rates up to 50% [58]. The analysis in this work showed, that higher
Drop-In rates up to 100% are possible. Current demonstration projects are investigating the
use of 100% unblended sustainable aviation fuels [238] and, therefore, are supporting the
results of the analysis. The future should aim for certification of higher Drop-In rates of
the already certified sustainable aviation fuels via the FT process and also the approval of
synthetic jet fuel via the MtK pathway by the ASTM.

6.6. Environmental Impacts of Promising Alternative Fuels

Compared to conventional fuels, all promising alternative fuels showed potential
for reducing GHG emissions. However, some preconditions must be specified in order
to obtain superior environmental performance from these promising fuels. For the case
of Germany, the use of the current, largely fossil-based electricity mix for the production
of electricity-based fuels, should be avoided. In case the current electricity mix was to
be used, environmental impacts would typically significantly exceed the impact of fossil
fuel production. For domestic fuel production in Germany, the use of wind energy in
particular for the production of the electricity-based fuels of hydrogen, SNG, DME, FT
fuels, and MtG can facilitate near-zero GHG emissions. Besides the high importance of
the type of electricity used for the production of these fuels, full load hours, the source of
carbon, and the way in which carbon dioxide separation and utilization is implemented
have a noteworthy influence on the results. In the case of full allocation of the required
carbon dioxide for fuel production, the GHG emissions of SNG, DME, FT fuels, and MtG
could reach a near net-zero GHG emission level. In addition to the domestic production
of promising fuels, the import from countries with better production conditions can be
considered from an environmental perspective. Environmental impact results show that
long-distance transport goes along with contributions of typically less than 10% to the
overall results of different environmental impact categories. However, the advantages of
these fuels for GHG emissions in comparison to the fossil references do not necessarily show
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up for additional impact categories as well. Major contributions to several environmental
impact categories are given by upstream impacts of the electricity used for hydrogen
production. This is primarily caused by the upstream production of steel, aluminum,
and copper for the power plants, e.g., the production of steel is very important for the
construction of wind turbines as well as further materials like aluminum, copper and their
environmental impact provoking production. To reduce the environmental impacts of many
impact categories in the future, especially the upstream manufacturing of steel, aluminum,
and copper must be environmentally optimized or these materials must be substituted.

The potential to reduce the GWP per MJ of fuel is also presented for biomass-based
HVO fuel pathways. This is especially the case if used cooking oil is utilized. However,
some plant-based pathways of HVO production do not enable environmental impact
reductions compared to conventional fuels. Furthermore, the use of biomass for fuel
production instead of the growing of food is discussed and is controversial, and conflicts
and impacts can arise relating to land use for the production of HVO.

As previously noted with respect to biomass potential, the presented overview of the
environmental impacts of fuel production indicates once again that electricity-based fuels
are essential, in addition to biomass-based ones.

Taking all of the considered climate change values regarding the production of the
promising identified fuels into account, hydrogen and methanol tend to exhibit the lowest
impacts. Taking further impact categories into account, hydrogen reveals reductions com-
pared to the fossil reference in further impact categories. From this perspective, electricity-
based hydrogen produced by wind energy would exhibit the best environmental results of
the promising fuels considered if a normalization step of different environmental impact
categories were to be conducted, as stated by Koj et al. [186]. Nevertheless, as previously
mentioned, the full allocation of carbon dioxide for fuel production, which depends on the
conditions at the production sites, could also reduce the GHG emissions of FT fuel, SNG,
methanol, DME, and MtG to a near net-zero GHG emission level.

Due to the focus area of this study and the need to set limits on the large number of
publications relating to the environmental impacts of alternative fuels and vehicles, only
literature results pertaining to fuel production were described and analyzed. If fuel use for
transport is environmentally assessed, particularly highly efficient vehicles and fuels with
low or no carbon content can lead to advantageous environmental performances.

The already-mentioned RED II also has high relevance for the present and future
environmental impacts of alternative fuels in Germany. This European directive must
be transposed into national legislation. In Germany, RED II is implemented by the GHG
Quota (GHG Quota), an instrument that forces fuel distributors to gradually reduce and
monitor the GHG emissions of their respective distributed fuels. Further information on
the status and further development of the German GHG Quota is summarized in a study
by Naumann et al. [239].

7. Conclusions

This study showed the importance of having a technological diversity of fuels and
drivetrains available to satisfy the complex respective requirements of these. At present,
the most promising are battery–and hydrogen fuel cell–electric drivetrains, DME, natural
gas, methanol, and the Drop-In fuels FT-diesel, HVO, MtG, and FT-kerosene. However,
this selection may change with upcoming research as well as political conditions.

It was shown that from today’s perspective, electrification with battery–electric drive-
trains is highly unlikely for most use cases in long-distance heavy duty transport, shipping,
and aircraft transport, although there are exceptions like small short-range aircraft. It is
necessary to address these vehicle classes with other emission-reducing solutions such
as, if possible, fuel cell–electric propulsion or electricity-based fuels. The latter is the only
short-term solution for air transport currently apparent. Among electricity-based fuels,
drop-in fuels have the advantage of their compatibility with existing vehicles, which is, in
the case of FT-kerosene and -diesel, as well as MtG, already legally regulated.
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The results of the cost value review highlight the insecurities around the regarded
cost level production costs, cross-border prices, and end user prices in the current research
landscape. The extracted interval sizes of cross-border prices for 2020 are 7 EURct/kWhLHV
for H2, 10 EURct/kWhLHV for SNG, and 8 EURct/kWhLHV for PtL fuels. Cost insecu-
rity increases with the predicted range and length of the value chains. At present, cost
comparisons indicate that lower production costs of H2 are nearly compensated by higher
transport costs in comparison to other fuels that offer existing infrastructural compatibility.
Furthermore, the domestic production of H2 is considered cost-competitive to LH2 imports.

The overview of environmental impacts provoked by the production of the promising
alternative fuels showed influencing factors, potential reductions, but also occasional disad-
vantages. Significant reductions of global warming potential of alternative fuel production
compared to fossil references can be achieved. Production of all promising fuels could
reach near-zero or even negative GHG emissions, bounded to mandatory preconditions
like the accounting approach of credits for carbon capture. Domestic fuel production
in Germany should avoid fossil-based electricity and prefer wind power. Additionally,
the import of these fuels from countries with promising production conditions can be an
interesting alternative to produce viable fuels. The impact of long-distance transport for
imports is rather low, as environmental assessments show shares of less than 10% to results
of different impact categories. Along the fuel production chains, care must be taken to use
as few amounts as possible from materials, such as steel, aluminum, and copper to keep
further environmental impacts (e.g., acidification and eutrophication potential) below the
results of the conventional pathways.

Insecurities with regard to future electricity-based fuel demand, market development,
and cost structures have led to the investigation of a variety of production locations in the
literature. Furthermore, electricity-based fuels strongly depend on their eligibility for CO2
reduction targets. At present, there is no secure legal framework, which makes it difficult
to determine import quantities and discourages investment, which results in increased cost
insecurity in scaling effects.

Further research and demonstration of alternative fuel production plants, especially
large-scale ones, and their interaction with RES, CO2-capturing, and seawater desalination
processes must be carried out in order to achieve precise cost predictions. The same applies
to long-distance hydrogen transportation.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Technology readiness level of alternative fuel production.

Fuel Process Production TRL

Hydrogen

Upgraded biogas from municipal organic waste, wet manure, sewage
sludge, maize, or double cropping TRL 9 [5]

Gasification of farmed wood TRL 8 [5]

Renewable electricity via alkaline electrolysis TRL 9 [5]

Renewable electricity via polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis TRL 9 [57]

Renewable electricity via solid oxide electrolysis cell TRL 6–7 [57]

HVO Conventional (biomass) TRL 9 [5,76]

FAME Conventional (biomass) TRL 9 [5,76]

Syndiesel

BtL, lignocellulose pyrolysis-based TRL 6 [5,76]

lignocellulose gasification TRL 8 [5]

lignocellulose hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) and upgrading TRL 4 [5]

FT diesel from CO2 and H2 TRL 6 [4]

Diesel via methanol from CO2 and H2 TRL 9 [5]

Synthetic gasoline
lignocellulose pyrolysis-based TRL 6 [5]

MtG TRL 9 [4]

Methanol
Lignocellulose TRL 8 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 9 [4,5]

Ethanol

Conventional (biomass) TRL 9 [5,76]

Lignocellulose TRL 7 [76], TRL 8 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 4 [4]

Butanol(1/2)
Conventional (biomass) TRL 7 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 4 [4]

DME
Lignocellulose TRL 8 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 9 [4,5]

OME1

Lignocellulose TRL 5 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 5 [4]

OME3-5
Lignocellulose TRL 5 [5]

From CO2 and H2 TRL 4–5 [4,79]

Iso-octanol From CO2 and H2 TRL 4 [4]

Octanol
TRL 1 [78]

From lignocellulose TRL 3 based
on Leitner et al. [77]
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Table A1. Cont.

Fuel Process Production TRL

CNG/CBM/SNG

Biomethane/biogas from residues (e.g., biowaste, manure, stillage) TRL 9 [5,76]

Biomethane/synthetic natural gas (SNG) from lignocelluloses (e.g.,
wood and straw) TRL 7 [76], TRL 8 [5]

From CO2 and H2

TRL 9 based on [5],
Deutsche

Energie-Agentur [80]

SLNG/LBM

Upgraded biogas to LBM from municipal waste, wet manure, sewage
sludge, maize, double cropping TRL 9 [5]

SNLG from gasification of lignocelluloses (e.g., waste wood and
wood chips) TRL 8 [5]

SLNG from CO2 and H2 TRL 9 [5]

Synthetic jet fuel

FT-SPK from CO2 and H2 TRL 6 [4]

FT-SPK from biomass via gasification

TRL 9; Fulcrum [67]
and Red Rock [68]
have plants under
construction with

30 kt/year and
45 kt/year

Jet fuel from MtK process

TRL 4 based on based
on Tabak et al. [63] and

Tabak and Yurchak
[64]

HEFA-SPK from bio-oils, animal fat, and recycled oils

TRL 9; commercial
process by World

Energy Paramount
(former AltAir

Paramounts LLC) [60]
and Neste Oyj [69]

HFS-SIP from the microbial conversion of sugars into hydrocarbons
TRL 9, commercial

process by Amyris in
Brazil [60]

ATJ-SPK from agricultural waste products (stover, grasses, forestry
slash, and crop straws)

TRL 9; Pilot plant by
LanzaTech [70];

commercial plant by
Ekobenz with

22.5 kt/year [71].
Commercial-scale
plants planned by

LanzaTech [72] and
SWEDISH BIOFUELS

AB [73]

CHJ from triglyceride-based feedstocks (plant oils, waste oils, algal
oils, soybean oil, jatropha oil, camelina oil, carinata oil, and tung oil)

TRL 6–7;
demonstration plant of
ARA and euglena [74]

HHC-SPK from biologically-derived hydrocarbons such as algae TRL 4; laboratory scale
by IHI [75]
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Table A2. Overview of literature studies investigating fuel production costs.

Authors Year Content/Investigated Regions Identified Costs Meta-
Study

Merten et al. [83] 2020 Germany: imported vs. locally produced hydrogen Generation Transport yes

Kreidelmeyer et al. [92] 2020

Fuel: H2, methane, methanol, FT-syncrude
Generation Transport

Taxes/Levies
no

Import region: MENA Assessed

Costs: production, transport, and distribution

Robinius et al. [34] 2020

Import costs of (synfuels, SNG, and H2) are determined
through optimized technology decision-making,

electricity imported from countries
neighboring Germany

Generation Transport no

Gerhardt et al. [106] 2020 Import costs from Morocco and Tunisia, energy costs,
demineralization, liquefaction, and transport Generation Transport no

Christoph Hank et al. 2020 Import costs from Morocco for LH2, LOHC, liquefied
methane, methanol, and ammonia Generation Transport

Mottschall et al. [107] 2019
Difference between H2, CH4, and PtL import costs Generation Transport yes

No own calculation

Schindler [89] 2019

Cost analyses of end user costs of
in-Germany-produced and imported H2, SNG, and PtL

Fuels for 2020 and 2050
Generation Transport

Taxes/Levies
no

Primary source is unknown

Eichhammer et al. [90] 2019 Generation costs of hydrogen and derived products
from Morocco 2015, 2030, and 2050 Generation no

Michalski et al. [105] 2019 H2 generation costs in Germany, with electricity
imported from neighboring countries Generation no

Jensterle et al. [104] 2019 Country-specific suitability of energy carrier export due
to various soft factors Generation Transport no

Schemme et al. [4] 2019 Techno-economic aspects of specific synfuels: H2,
methanol, ethanol, DME, OME, MtG, FT, and butanol Generation no

Terlouw et al. [111] 2019
Energy system modeling for 2050, determining

favorable RE locations for energy carrier production,
hydrogen transport technologies’ TRLs, and costs

Generation Transport no

Perner et al. [110] 2018

Future costs of fossil fuels

PtL from North and Baltic Sea/North Africa/Iceland
and Germany

Level: Transport + conversion losses + electricity costs

without taxes and levies

Kramer et al. [109] 2018 Min/max scenario for 2030 differed for all common
alternative fuels

Generation Neglecting of
transport costs no

Hobohm et al. [112] 2018 Calculation of energy carrier demand of different
sectors and end user prices

Generation transport
taxes/levies no

Pfennig et al. [6] 2017 2030/2050 generation costs of generalized PtL fuels
from the North Sea and Morocco Generation transport no
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Figure A1. Cost intervals of H2 and LH2 production in Germany and abroad, transport costs, and
taxes/levies. * production, ** +transport, *** +taxes/levies. Source: Own elaboration based on (a) [92],
(b) [89], (c) [85], (d) [4], (e) [87], (f) [6], (g) [90], (h) [108], (i) [106], (j) [105], (k) [88], (l) [34].
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Figure A2. Cost intervals of SNG production in Germany and abroad, transport costs, and
taxes/levies. * production, ** +transport, *** +taxes/levies. Source: Own elaboration based on
(a) [92], (b) [89], (c) [85], (e) [87], (h) [108], (m) [112], (n) [113], (g) [109].
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Figure A3. Cost intervals of unspecified PtL fuel production in Germany and abroad, transport costs,
and taxes/levies. * production, ** +transport, *** +taxes/levies. Source: Own elaboration based
on [6,85,89,92,108,112].
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Appendix B

Environmental Impacts of CNG/LNG

Compared to the extensive use of petroleum-based fuels in the German transport
sector today, CNG and LNG can help reduce environmental impacts. If the combustion
of these gaseous fuels is taken into account, climate change impacts may be reduced due
to their chemical compositions. For this reason, CNG and LNG are often referred to as
bridging technologies. Thus, from an environmental perspective, vehicles that utilize
natural gas-based fuels can bridge the gap between low- and zero-GHG fuels.

Due to the different states of aggregation, CNG and LNG offer different transport
options. For CNG transport to the EU and Germany, transport by pipeline can be assumed.
For example, an LCA publication by Heidt et al. [240] regarding the environmental effects of
CNG for road transport in Germany considered a transport distance of more than 4000 km
on average to the EU for the year 2013 and assumed a transport distance of 7000 km for the
year 2030. Heidt et al. [240] determined the value of 17.3 g CO2eq/MJ as the WtT emission
factor for CNG in the case of 4000 km as the transport distance. For a transport distance of
7000 km, 20.9 g CO2eq/MJ was calculated [240].

An established and well-known series of WtT studies of fuels with Europe as the
geographical scope is the JEC WtT reports. In the most recent version, six CNG pathways
were analyzed that differed in their assumptions along the pathways (transport distances,
production, conditioning assumptions, etc.) [192]. The WtT GHG emissions for CNG vary
between 11 and around 17 g CO2eq depending on the respective pathway. Production and
conditioning is considered to be the first step in the pathways. A fixed WtT GHG emission
of 4 g CO2eq/MJ for production and conditioning was assumed for all pathways. With
respect to the transportation to market, as a next step of the pathways, major differences
can be noted. Pathways that consider a typical natural gas EU mix with transport distances
of only 1900 km to the EU border and average distances of 500 km within it demonstrate
the contributions of the transport step being below WtT GHG emissions of 4 g CO2eq/MJ.
In a pathway with greater transport distances (4300 km to the EU border and 700 km
within it), WtT GHG emissions of just under 10 g CO2eq/MJ were calculated. Another
essential contribution to environmental impacts was given by the step of conditioning and
distribution, which also includes the compression of gas at service stations. For these steps,
values of around 4 g CO2eq/MJ were identified [192].

The LNG supply is also multi-stage. Gas production is followed by a processing step.
This is usually then followed by gas transport (e.g., by pipeline) before gas liquefaction
occurs. The LNG produced in this process is usually then transported over longer dis-
tances (especially by ship). At the end of the chain, depending on the application option,
regasification may be conducted. In the most recent version of the JEC WtT report, one
LNG pathway is compared to the CNG ones [192]. Around 18 g CO2eq/MJ was calculated
for this pathway. Compared to the CNG pathways, this one accompanies an additional
noteworthy contribution. The contribution of around 4 g CO2eq/MJ is given by liquefaction.
For LNG, an LCA study by Wachsmuth et al. [241] offers more versatile insights in the
environmental performance of LNG pathways for Germany. This study considered the
environmental impacts for five different cases. A broad range of climate change impacts
was featured, spanning from nearly 15 g CO2eq/MJ up to around 29 g CO2eq/MJ. This large
range is especially due to deliveries to Germany from regions of the world whose distances
vary. The supply of conventional LNG from Katar under the considered conditions carries
the lowest impacts. In contrast, the supply of unconventional LNG from Australia (Queens-
land) exhibited the highest. In the case of unconventional LNG sources, gas production was
revealed to be the main contributor to upstream GHG emissions. Furthermore, transport
distances revealed a major influence on environmental impacts.
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